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Untitled - MetoS Expo

Volts X amps/746 watts = horsepower, right? ..... [Alan Stirt is a woodnlrner in Enosburg Falls, Vt.] .... ture that will become heirlooms io the years ahead. 
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A pool table is a large project, but not beyond the reach of the average woodworker. Paul Bowman tells how on p. Cover: John Dunham waxes his blanket chest, which has dovetailed sides and a wooden hinge (see article on p.
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Letters



Tunter responds to safety concerns-As the "guy with his head almost in the center of a spinning tree trunk" in the article on turning large bowls FWW' #72), I feel I must respond to ].



(



Osicek's letter in the following issue. First, let me assure him and any other concerned reader that my face shield is certainly used where appropriate. Secondly, if his concern is about shavings from the bowl flying out, he will be greatly relieved to know that the shavings come off the tip of the tool perpendicular to the axis of the tool, impinge on the wall of the bowl and are cap tured there by centrifugal force. And because these shavings don't fly into my face, I don't wear a face shield. Lastly, although unclear from his letter, if his concern is about the bowl flying loose from the faceplate and engulfing my head like some car nivorous creature, a face shield would be of little use in such an event. This has never happened, needless to say, or I would be writing about needlepOint, not woodturning. The whole point of the article was to show that large turnings can be tackled safely and successfully. Although it doesn't show in the photo, I am sitting there, with my legs crossed, hollowing the bottom of a 27-in.-deep bowl. If I weren't comfortable with the Situation, I would certainly change it. And that most emphati cally includes eye protection. -james johnson, Bastrop, Tex.
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A PNG residenfs view of deforestation-I'd like to respond to



FWW' #70, particularly with respect to the logging operations in



comments on tropical deforestation made by Lucinda Leech in



Papua ew Guinea (P G), where I live. Leech states that the de veloping countries she visited cannot simply leave their forests alone; they need the income from tl1eir timber exports. There are several fallacies in this argument, and please re member, I speak only of PNG, having no direct knowledge of practices in other tropical countries. Virtually all logging companies are foreign owned, with the Japanese being the largest group of investors. Apart from the rel atively low levels of funds paid out in local wages, almost no real income is derived by PNG from these foreign logging operations. Gross dishonesty is legion. Should the Ministry of Forests stipu late minimum selling prices for various species, the companies apparently falsify the documents. I've heard of cases, for exan1ple, where companies call the exotics, such as walnut and black bean, some lower grade and sell at that figure. far as I can tell, lumber dealers all have short rulers, too. It is generally believed that the real measurement of logs exported is double the submit ted figures. Invoices for shipping charges, machinery imports, head-office charges, consultancy fees and a maze of other costs can be similarly distorted to ensure little or no profit is made in PNG. Reforestation is an equally sick joke. Token stands are planted in visible areas where the politicians may visit occasionally, but there is no wide-spread program in effect. Natural regrowth is also not often successful. The massive damage done during the initial logging operation normally leaves only undesirable saplings. These can quickly dominate, and valuable species are simply beat en by the competition. Selective handg can greatly aid the regeneration of a narural forest, but it is not generally carried out. The real question is what does P G gain? Is logging necessary
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Castle piano hits note -As soon as I saw the November 1988 Smithsonian magazine article on the Steinway piano by Wendell Castle, I knew it would be on the back cover of s next issue. Fortunately, Smithsonian writer Edward Rothstein, a music critic, kept his head while the editors were going "Yeah, Yeah, Yeah!" Rothstein is not one of those many who are infatuated with Castle's work. According to him, the piano body was "artifiCially 'streamlined' -strikingly angular, with sloped side arms bracketing the keys. It almost looked electronic. And when, past midnight, a 10-year-old prodigy sat down and played it, the sound was brittle and unsubstantial." Imagine! Castle (and the current Steinway management, for that matter) thinking that he could improve on the design of a musical instrument. Give us a break. The whole incident just goes to show that when shallow, flashy, narcissistic, pop-art "deSigners" come up against a test of true craftsmanship, they fail miserably every time. - William Thomas, Hillsboro, N.H.
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RBI disputes scroll-saw test-In reading the article "Testing



Scroll Saws" #74), I found what I consider several errors and discrepancies concerning our machine, the RBI Hawk, that I would like to clarify for your readers. The testing facility could not have read the owner's manual, because the specifications in the information table on p. S3 do not match reality or the information in the owner's manual. The motor speed for the Hawk 220 is 700/1,300 and has been for the last four years; the table tilts 4So both left and right. The Hawk 220 now has three speeds of 37SnSOIl,5S0 incorpo rating a dual-step pulley system that allows the owner to change speeds in five seconds. The testing facility also neglected to in stall the rubber glides for the Hawk 220 saw, as is shown in the photo on p. SO. The set-up instructions clearly state mount the glides to the feet to level the saw. The end result is similar to driving your car without tires on it: The car moves, but the ride is rough and you get vibration. Another misconception is the stability of the three-legged stand. The article states that the three-legged stand is better than a four-legged stand. We feel this contradicts basic physical laws. How can a three-legged stand with 14 in. to a side be more stable than a four-legged stand that measures 20 in. by 33 in.? It cannot be. Try tipping over a three-legged stool with a small base; then try tipping over a card table with four legs and a larger base. You will find it much harder to tip over- the four-legged, larger base. The biggest omission is the lack of testing of the scroll saws
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-M. F. Henderson, Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
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for its economy? The answer, in my opinion, is a definite no certainly not in its present form. In fact, it's probably negative: There is no significant income, and its forests are being destroyed. from intelligent and controlled logging and processing on a much smaller scale, leave the trees there. Every day they are worth more. When the world is prepared to pay the real price and the benefits flow to the country and not to foreign exploit ers, then the trees can be farmed intelligently.
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T here's no limit to what the skilled craftsman can create using the best equipment. And for precision stationary power tools, the best means the complete Hofmann, Killinger and Hema lines. All available to you now from I
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Burklee Tools. And backed by a rock solid one-year warranty. For more information on these fine lines, call Burklee Tools collect at (508) 543-0704, Fax (508) 543-0715, or write 56 Leonard Street, Foxboro, MA 02035.
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dado results in chip-prone materials like laminates and fine hardwood veneers, you will be DELIGHTED with the results you can get with our new SystiMatic SuperFine dado set. We absolutely guarantee that it will run smoother and cut smoother than any other dado you've ever used. The secret? The outer blades have
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WE AREN'T FINISHED... UNTIL YOU'RE SATISFIED! Since 1928, WOODCRAFT has been an industry leader in supplying quality products to woodworkers. Our services and guarantee are the best, our qual ity control program, second to none. Buying from WOODCRAFT gives you that kind of commit ment...plus a whole lot more.
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Letters



(col til ueli)



for ease and speed in doing an intricate inside cut-something only a scroll saw can do. It was a disservice for the writers to omit this, because most scroll saws are bought to do inside cuts. Heavy does not equal quality, as the writers seem to think. Weight is an easy way to eliminate vibration, because you are increasing the mass. But, which would you rather take to a craft show or move around your shop: a Hawk 220 (89 lbs.) or the Delta Electronic (230 lbs.)? It is easy to add weight to lower vibration, but why not engineer the vibration out of the machine and keep the weight low? Another point of contention is that the article speaks of testing all the Hegner saws, but why weren't all the manufacturers able to send their entire scroll-saw product line? RBI makes six differ ent models of scroll saws-the most-extensive precision scroll saw line in the world. I think the best way for your readers to make an informed decision about purchasing their scroll saw is to compare all the makes and models with their own hands-on experience; then draw their own conclusions about which scroll saw is best for them.



-Kris L. Rice, President, RBlndustries, Inc., Vibration problems in scroll



Hmrisonville, Mo.



saws



-I found the scroll-saw test results very interesting, but I would like to add some of my own observations. I've owned a Hegner MultiMax for about three years. Two saws in the test run in the same speed range as the Hegner: The Superscroll 18 and the Super 15 run at 1,650 the Hegner runs at 1,660. You mention vibration in the first two saws, but you don't mention vibration in the Hegner. I consider vibration the greatest fault in the Hegner. My saw will walk across the floor. Because I have a concrete slab floor and don't want to fasten the saw down in one spot, I put a 2x4 laminated wood base on it, but it still moves when running. I've had people tell me the arms can be tuned to stop vibration, but I haven't been able to do it. Even the owner's manual says there will be a certain amount of harmonic vibration. This driving vi bration for long periods of time can drive you up the wall. I think the Hegner runs too fast. I tested the Delta and agree that the electronic control is kind of gimmicky, but at least you can set the saw at a speed where you feel it is cutting its best. I also tried the Lancaster Pro 20. As you said, it seems to be running too slow, but it is one of the quietest tools I've encountered. This all leads me to believe the ideal would be in the 1,200 to 1,500 range. You can get there -Bob Killian, Lubbock, Tex. with the Delta.



SPM;
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Speed control not a



gimmi (FW'W



ck-As an owner of a Delta 18-in. electronic scroll saw, I would like to take exception to the state ment in the scroll-saw review #74) that the Delta electronic speed control was "more a gimmick than a bonus." I have found the speed control very useful. By slowing the speed, the occa sional user, or a new user, can reduce the chance of making a cutting error. While I consider myself an experienced user, I will still slow down the speed with a new design or a more intricate design. The speed control allows me also to cut a wide variety of materials. Plastic is especially susceptible to the heat generated by higher speeds. As for lower speeds affecting the smoothness of the cut, I haven't noticed this to be the case. One comment on quality control: My saw was accompanied by a "Quality Assurance Standard Practice" card, indicating it had been thoroughly checked before leaving the factory. I have my doubts. When the box was unpacked, the table was not attached to the saw. When attached properly, the table is quite secure, but I suppose it could have worked loose during shipping. The oth er problem was that the spring-steel tension pin that secures the blade-tensioning bracket was not pushed all the way into the bracket. Once the tension pin was inserted properly, the saw ran -Bill Endress, Orlando, Fla. as advertised.
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C sa t Tools-to-Go-Other readers might like to know what I turned up while tracing my order to Tools-to-Go, which is no longer in business. The matter is now in the hands of the post office and is being handled by Inspector Mike Bollie. You can contact him by writing to Box 520772, Miami, Fla. 33152. Those who bought tools on credit cards should contact their banks as soon as possible. You may be able to receive credit on -Bill Toth, Yuma, your purchase.



Ariz.



Praise for Boomer sculpture -I really enjoyed the article in FW'W #73 on John Boomer's sculpture. ot only was the work beautiful, but the artist expressed his feelings and motivations in creating the work very well. There may not be a lot of us out there who deal in such nonpractical stuff as sculpture, but it sure is nice to see an article on the subject once in a while. No tech nical or how-to information is needed-we get plenty of that in the other articles. Hopefully you can continue to give exposure to the artistic side of woodworking. -John Taye, Boise, Idaho



No ripping on radial arm -As a radial-arm saw user for 30 years, I read with interest the articles on radial-arm saws in #73. I agree with those who don't like radial-arm saws for ripping. My complaint is that the carriage will creep if one rips a long or heavy piece; the carriage lock simply isn't good enough. This weakness finally impelled me to purchase a ta blesaw with sufficient power. Keeping the radial-arm saw properly aligned is a chore, as Mark Duginske wrote on p. 66. Also, I found it impossible to establish suffiCiently accurate parallelism between the table and the blade path. Perhaps this is because of distortion of the table supports on my saw, but it does limit the uniformity of depth of dado or rabbet cuts. onetheless, even with its faults, the radial-arm saw is a useful tool, especially as an adjunct to a tablesaw. With a Jacobs chuck, it can do horizontal boring when the arbor speed can be re duced below the usual 3,450 A similar comment applies to drum sanding and other operations.



FW'W



RPM.



-N Leonard Wener, San Diego, Calif.
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Check out the radial saw table, too-Thanks for the compari son of nonindustrial radial-arm saws #73). However, there is one underlying issue that might deserve more attention than this study gave it. Over a few weeks testing, of course, you won't see an inadequate table surface buckle or sag; in a year, easily, you will. And careful adjustment of the blade becomes, in this circumstance, next to impossible. Thus, some comparison of the quality and thickness of the table and spacer boards would be very helpful, as well as a look at the size of the support struc ture and any compensators built into it. This is an interesting problem in that an often-recommended procedure for "protecting" your table boards usually makes them worse. My Sears radial, purchased a year ago, carne with I-in. particleboard surfaces. The manual suggests tacking or screwing Y4-in. plywood over these to take up the kerf cuts and prolong table life. But, you must drill %-in. holes through the cover to access the leveling and adjusting hardware. And the truth is, saw dust works its way very quickly between the "protection" and the table, causing it to buckle. Sawdust also comes through these holes and along the edges, especially near the fence. In combi nation with deeper kerfs (to prevent splintering in plywood, for example, or on high-bevel cuts), the surface has sagged off out beyond the edges of the support structure and has hills and valleys around kerfs and mounting holes. A friend of mine suggested covering the new table with Y2-in. plywood. This, perhaps with a little sealer over the seam edges, would certainly help prevent the sawdust-induced buckling. But, because it is tacked on, the extra beef in this covering will not
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Recognition Ad Specialty Giftware Decor Signage Platage Furniture Enhancement



&& ,,;,. A500Decade of Laser Processing And54025 7t5/opment247·3285New Expanded 715/247-Fac5i650lities Syst e ms Deuel ,. 0 Laser Drive. Somerset, WI



OLe••



m oell�.ry



CHC Conlrol.



Tel:



S.,..k:.



Fax:



u.e,·G,.�.,. 0 XY r.b/•• 0 Cu.'om S,.'.m. 0 L..., Job Shop



World's Best Feet-Inch Calculator Just Got a Whole Lot Better*! *Now with Many



9"81- 6.



TiNeWoodwor mwe-FeSaviatkunirgnegs/Proro's -St i l Jus t $79. 9 51 1JII _____1LJ N



ow you can save time and avoid costly errors with the new and improved Construction Master II feet-inch calculator. More Than Ever, It's The Perfect Tool for cabinetry, furniture making, design, framing, estimating, stairs, concrete, lineal footage, stringers, roof rafters, squaring-up rooms and much, much more. Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide right in feet, inches any fraction -1/2's, 1/4's, 1/8's, 1116's, 1132's, up to 1164's - or no fraction at all. You can even mix fractions in your problems. Convert Between All Dimension Formats - directly to or from any of the following formats: Feet-Inch-Fractions, Decimal Feet (10ths, 100ths), Inches, Yards, Meters, Centimeters, Millimeters, Board Feet. Also converts in square and cubic. Calcu late Area and Volume by simply multiplying your dimen sions together. Plus, find the area of a circle with just one button! New Ful l Material Board Feet Lumber Estimating lets you quickly and accurately do full material estimating (including with square and cubic dimensions) with its new "Unit Price" key. Also, improved board feeVlumber keys calculate board feet and total dollar costs for individual or multiple boards or an entire job. Solves Angles Instantly - and directly in feet and inches. You simply enter the two known sides (or one known side and the Pitch), and press one button to solve for the third. Ideal for stairs, trusses, roof rafters and squaring-up rooms. Plus, new HipNalley key solves for adjacent hips/valleys - with just one button!



&



&



&



Works As a Math Calcu lator Includes Time-Saving New Utility Functions Measures a mere 2-3/4 x 5-1/4 x 1/4" and works



X2, +1-, n, Memory and battery-saving Auto Shut-Off.



as a math calculator with 4-function (+,-,x,+) Percent, Square Root,



Comes Complete with easy-to-follow User's Guide, 1-Year Warranty, 2-Yr. batteries and vinyl carrying case - an optional leather case is also available. New! 30·Day RISK-FREE Trial! Clip the coupon below, or call Toll Free today 1-800-854-8075. If you're not 100% delighted with the new Construction Master II, return it within 30 days for a full, no questions-asked refund. Why not order yours today - Risk Freel



r:------- Clip & Mall Tod8I -------::::;J t >:jj> F < 24H il:f II 22720 Sffv, . • 714-921-1800 CA 92686



· Ra a a r nc h P kw Y . 1 4 8 0d � 8 5 I 4� 8 b . 7. : . : . ' < • r . . Study I I I d I I Woo working I I __ at Bucks County Community ClW. llege _ III ------------------------------------ I�����IIII II 0 0 0 0 _1_ II L�������__________� I Calculat�d Industries, Inc.
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Please rush me the following order:



2



add $1.50 shpg.



Intensive year career program in furniture design and construction Related courses in woodcarving, furniture conservation, basic ' woodworking skills



Accredited by National Association of Schools of Art and Design



Call or write for program brochure.



CA add



6Yo



tax



TOTAL



Name



Address



$



-r.�� $



City/StiZip



18940



Bucks County Community College The Hicks Art Center Newtown, Pennsylvania



215-968-8425



Check Account N o.



Sign Here



VISA



MasterCard



Am/Exp Exp Date
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(continued)



help sagging around the table edges. It would have to be glued to do this. And why glue up a 1 Vi-in.-thick top when you can buy one? My own solution would be to simply make a new table out of 1 Vi-in. or even 1 Y2-in. particleboard. When it goes, it goes, and that's simply the price of square ends, level dadoes and the like on these machines. Remember, once the flatness of the table goes, you cannot really adjust the blade. -Michael Reddy, City Island, NY



uali



radial-saw



Poor q



ty is the real problem- The criticisms of the radial are not unreasonable, but the most significant point was omitted. Having used radial and table saws over a span of 40 years, it is my judgment that the radial is far superior if you must choose one or the other. The problem is that manufacturers have cheapened their quality to remain reasonably competitive. If you put all controls, height, miter, etc., up front for conve nience, you introduce linkages or belts that aggravate adjust ments, ultimately introducing errors. I have a DeWalt 925, bought in 1961, that is a jewel. Its controls are on the column for height and miter, and on the carriage for other adjustments. The switch is on the side of the arm. I have made furniture for every room in several houses, including ex tensive molding and shaping. Alignment is relatively easy and seldom needed, if the saw is not abused. The carriage rolls very easily on the arm if adjusted properly. Considering the time one spends changing settings and cuts, I prefer precision and quality to small inconveniences. -James Mingee, Englewood, Colo. Consistency in



C.



Chin



furni FWW



ese ture - I enjoyed Allan Smith's overview of Chinese furniture #73) and would like to add one point relating to the stylistic continuity Smith mentions. believe this consistency exists because of the nature of a Confucian society, where elders and that which has gone before is revered. An apprentice would not presume to improve upon the sublime efforts of his forebears. In our Western society, previous design is regarded as a thing to be studied and then made better. Origi nality is the goal. Consequently, our taste in design may change quite rapidly. The exposure to both Oriental and Occidental design has made my own fascination with building Chinese furniture more enjoyable. Two museums that house good collections are the Philadelphia, Penn., Museum of and the elson Gallery,  -Peter Christine, Alna, Maine sas City, Mo.



Art



furth



I



(



eadin FWW



C.



Kan



For er r g-In reference to the article on "Learning from the Chinese" #73), Allan Smith's bibliography over looked a valuable book by Wang Shizaing, China's leading scholar in this field: Classic Chinese Furniture (1986), China Books and Periodicals, Inc., 2929 24th St., San Francisco, Calif. 94110.



Tapping



(



threads



ood



-Alan Bauer, Honolulu, Hawaii



FWW



into w - I read about the marking-gauge locking device in "Methods of Work," #73. I, too, find that the reassuring creak of a wooden screw is a luxury I must deny myself in things I make. I found Blandford's alternative-the captured nut-an ingenious solution. There are commercial al ternatives, T-nuts being the most readily available, but why not simply tap the wood, which I've been doing for half a century? One has to do a little experimenting with tap-drill sizes and tap ping techniques. strength or long life are important, then here's a trick. After tapping the hole, put a drop or two of cyanoacrylate adhesive on the threads: It fills the pores and hardens the surface. Retapping is sometimes necessary, but infrequently.



If



-Robert



B.



Meuser,



Oakland, Calif.



isassembling old ma es - I'd like to comment on Roger FWW #73) on restoring industrial woodworking



D



Apted's letter



8



(



Fine Woodworking



chin



As



equipment. an owner of three pieces of Oliver machinery from the 1940s, I suspect that Apted has never tried to disassemble machines like mine or convert them to Single-phase motors. The smallest piece of equipment I own would still weigh 800 Ibs. stripped, and it'd take a week to put it back together. The motors are all direct drive and impossible to convert without a lot of needless additional shafts and pulleys. And finally, a three-phase converter is easy and cheap to assemble from a large old motor, some starting capacitators and a switching system. Mine cost $100 and has worked flawlessly for three years.



-Ron Lira, Oklahoma City, Okla.



Tiny bits for cordless



drills FWW



-I wonder why Mark White in his article on cordless drills #72) made such a point regard ing minimum chuck capacities of these machines, citing sizes such as Y32 in. and Y64 in. Would anyone use such small bits in any electric drill-cordless or conventional? I personally would not use such drills for fragile bits. A better, low-tech solution would be to use the traditional "eggbeater" hand drills.



ro



Building in fire p



(



cti



- Tom Seward, London, England



te on-Gary Boudreaux's letter present ing the idea of protecting investments with a fire resistive room #73) is excellent. I have some concern, however, with the thought that just an extra sheet of sheetrock and a solid-core door is all that's required. Fire pays no attention to what we "think" will stop it, and it simply is not a wise move to build without being positive about fire resistance. For a true enclosure that is fire resistant for one hour, you must provide protection on three fronts: 1) The walls-These must have one layer of Ys-in. type "X" gypsum board on both sides, with the seams taped; 2) The ceiling-If your room is 8 ft. high in a 14-ft. shop, you must either extend the Ys-in. gypsum board walls to the roof or build a fire-rated ceiling assembly. This requires one layer of Ys-in. type "X" gypsum board screwed to a hat-shape, metal fur ring channel, which is, in turn, attached to the bottom of the joists. On top of the joints, %-in. tongue-and-groove plywood should be used; 3) The entry-A concrete vault won't stop a fire if in the rush to run out, you forget to shut the door. A door rated fire resis tant for 45 minutes and an automatic door closer are a must. Try to resist blocking the door open, too, or you will have thrown your money away. For those in rural settings who need an enclosure that can resist fire for two hours, two layers of Ys-in. type "X" gypsum board on each side of the walls and a "B" label door with closer is required. A two-hour ceiling is difficult to get, and it would probably be cheaper to continue the two-hour walls to the roof. Please note that these assemblies will stop fire for as long as the ratings claim; they also are accepted by code where I live. If you are required by your insurance company or a building official to meet your local code, call your local building inspector for requirements in your area. -Jeff Overright, Bloomington,



(FWW



About your safety:



Ill.



Working w ood is inherently dangerous. Using hand or power tools improperly or neglecting standard safety practices can lead to permanent injury or death. So don't try to perform operations you learn about here (or elsewhere) until you're



certain that they are safe for you and your shop situation. We want you to enjoy your craft and to find satisfaction in the doing, as well as in the finished work. So please keep safety foremost in your mind whenever you're in the shop.



-John Lively, associate publisher
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NOW!! BUY BRIDGEWOOD IN CANADA . . . BRETTWOOD MACHINERY WORKS LTD. MADOC, ONTARIO, CANADA KOK 2KO 613·473·4920



�



WOOOWORKING MACHINERY



ACT NOW - SPECIAL PRICES VALID WHILE QUANTITIES LAST



SHAPER



PLANER



$795



$795



EXTRA LARGE



BW-8J



wlstand and dust hood



20" x 24"



TABLE 2 H.P. 220V 1 PH.



'12 V2 2TS



JOINTER



BW-15P



BW-2S



$699



LESS MOTOR



3 H.P. 220V 1 PH.



MARATHON



$13OTO9



2 HP, 1 PH. 110/220V



TEFC M



two speed feed



. . .



3;"" . .



BW·1S '12 " spindle . . . . . . . . . . . . . S269 BW·2S ", spindle . . . . . . . 8795 BW-3S ", ", 1 " spindle . . . . . . . . . . $1295 BW·511TS sliding table, tilt spindle . . . $2495 BW·51 sliding table, tilt spindle . S3395 TC-SO sliding table, industrial 7'12 HP . '4695



.



BW·15P - 15" x 6" eeon. . . . . BW·20P - 20" x 8" eeon . . . . . BW·16PV - 16" x 7 " H.D. . . . . BW·20PV - 20" x H . D. . . . . BW·508 - 20" x 9" INDUST. . . BW-612PV - 24" x 9" INDUST.



7"



. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ..



$ 795 . 1295 . 2495 . 2995 . 3695 5995



R



BW·6J 6"x42" 1 HP, w/STD . . . . . . . $ 299 BW·8J . 8"x66" less motor . . . . . . . . . . . 699 BWJ·872 · 8"x72" H.D., 2 HP, U.S. motor 1495 BW·12J · 12"x80" H.D. , 3 HP, U.S. motor 2495 CE-40N . 16"x100" indus!., 7'12 H P U.S. motor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4195



•



..



120 DERRY COURT



WEAHOUSEPOSTAREAOFFIFUllCEUHfTRUSrWlLKE, BOX,MACHINERY IlOO MBEAcoFAMIORLYN(JI"OWNED 1IIUlEJUST &OPEIWEOOOMPIWf WE NOWMACHINERY • -



ALL PRICES QUOTED F.O.B. YORK, PA



NU



.1I:lU CAN



K



-



•



YORK, PENNSYLVANIA 1 7402



•



TELEPHONE 71 7-764-5000



·



R



.



FAX 71 77643778



CALL OR SEND $1.00 FOR COMPLETE 52·PAGE CATALOG



"SWOODWORKING UMMER WORKSHOPS 1989" & FURNITURE DESIGN ROBERT DEFUCCIO Chair Design and Development MICHAEl DRESD N E R Understanding Finishes TAGE F R I D Furniture Techniques and Construction JAMES KRENOV A Personal Approach NORA HALL Classic European Carving ' Advanced Carving PETER KORN Basic Woodworking · Basic Drawing for Furniture Designers DAN i E l MACK Rustic Furniture SAM MALOOF Furniture THOMAS MOSER Running a Business ALAN PETERS Traditional Handskills and Construction MONROE ROBINSON Planemaking RITA MI LLER WAGENAAR Faux and Painted Finishes HY ZElKOWITZ Designing for Industry



ANDERSON RANCH



A R T• S C E N T• E R



P.O. Box 5598 Snowmassfor our Village,catalCO og. 81615 303/923-3181 CERAMICS ' PHOTOGRAPHY ' PAINTING ' CHILDREN'S CLASSES Ask



free



WOOD PARTS FROM MIDWEST DOWEL WORKS a 3·1/2" $15/100 3/S" x 36" Compare Our Low Prices!



1·3/4" 3·1/2" 2·1/2"



$7/100 / $15/100 $12/100 $17/100 $9/100 $10/100 $10/100 $17/100 $4/100



Qty. Cost



Poplar Shaker Peg M i n i Shaker Peg



Country Wall Mug Peg



Country Shorty Peg



Large Sean Pot Candle Cup



1/2" 1·1/2" 2"



Brass Inserts



G reat Buys!



:0 --®-, �, . --0 ----------- D D --___ ---�� ----- Addres MIDWEST DOWEL WORKS 3/4"x36" 3/S" 1/2" 1·1/2" 2·1/S"



Oak Dowels



Maple Buttons



Maple Buttons



Maple Spindles



Maple Spindles



ORDE R NOW



M i ni Candle Cup Toy Wheel



Toy Wheel



Axel Pegs



3/4" xl /S" 3/4"x 1/2" 1"x3/16" 1"x3/S" 1·3/S"x l/S" 1·3/S"x 1/4" 1 ·3/S" x 1/2" 2"x1/2"



Hearts



$2.75/100 $4.50/100 ' $6/100 $7/100 $7/100 $S/100 $10/100 $1S/100



Hearts



Hearts



Hearts Hearts Hearts



Hearts



F R E E 1 6 · PAGE CATALOGUE



'1/4"



Circle this section for F R E E Dowels - mixed pack, Maple, Oak, Walnut Cherry, from Approximately



10



up to



1"



LFT. 1 4 " long.



$5.00 value with any order.



Check Enclosed



MCNisa



Total Cost Handling



51'>%



SMOOTH SANDED H EARTS Hearts



$21/100 $15/10 $2.15/100 $2.25/100 $9/100 $lS/l00



Qty. Cost



Standard Dowels



$3.00



Ohio residents add sales tax Final Cost



MCfVisa Number



Expires



Phone



Name



City/State/Zip



4631 (513) 574-848845248 Same DayDirect/Satisfaction Service/Order before Noon Factory Guaranteed Hutchinson Road



Cincinnati, Ohio



March /April 1989
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Work



edited and drawn byJim Richey



dlin



Two rip-fence strad



g jigs



By contrast, the transfer-web adhesive is applied by first melt ing the adhesive to the back of the veneer. Then you peel off the backing paper, cut the veneer to size and fuse the veneer to the ground with a hot iron. This approach seems to result in a neater glue job. To avoid ironing dirt into the wood, place a clean sheet of paper between the iron and the veneer. A sandbag will apply the small amount of pressure needed to hold the ve neer in place while the glue sets. The fabric-store adhesive works just fine, and at $1.70 per yard, I certainly can't complain about the price.



-Gerald



Quick tip:



W Edgar, Renton, Wash.



During the summer, I wear shorts while turning, and that lets the sawdust fall annoyingly into my shoes. To prevent this, I bought a pair of hiking gaiters at the local sport ing-goods shop. -Helga Wink, Nashville, Tenn.



This fence-straddling push stick was originally designed to fit a Biesemeyer fence, but it could be adapted to practically any fence fitted with auxiliary face boards, as shown in the sketch. For added convenience, I installed plungers made from coil springs and bolts to raise the push stick when not in use.



-Bill Hatch, Greensboro,



Thi ckness-p



lanin



g short pieces



NC.



Jig straddles rip fence.



,W---7t-



Workpiece



This jig, above, is designed specifically for making those steep angled cuts on the edges of long workpieces, as in making fielded panel doors. If you've tried sliding a wobbling workpiece verti cally along the fence, while watching to make sure the tapered end doesn't fall through the space in the saw insert, you'll imme diately recognize the advantages of this jig. With it, you can make a smooth, controlled, burn-free cut. Dimensions aren't critical, just make sure the jig slides smoothly on the rip fence. The face of the jig can be large or small depending on the size of the workpiece. It can be fitted with a vertical fence if needed. Just C-clamp the workpiece to the face of the jig, then slide the jig past the blade.



-Alfred



Quick tip:



Because feeding short boards through the planer may result in snipes and even kickbacks, the operation should be avoided. But when the job is necessary, here's a way to make it less risky. Glue two scrap outriggers to the edges of the piece to be planed, as shown in the sketch. These scraps, because they ex tend several inches beyond the ends, will stabilize the short board as it enters and leaves the planer, thus reducing the chance of sniping. When the desired thickness is reached, saw off the scrap outriggers and run the board's edges over the jOint -Bill Clark, Bakersfield, Calif. er to clean them up.



Quick tip:



If you run into burning problems when drilling hardwoods, try lubricating the hot bit by letting a little beeswax -John Victoria, B.c., Ca melt on it.



Wiznak,



nada



Sliding dovetail jig



W Swett, Portland, Maine



If your screwdriver tip won't grip the slot of a



hard-to-remove screw, put a little valve-grinding compound in the screw slot. -Steve Daechsel, Abbotsford, B.c., Canada



Hot-melt adhesive by the sheet When I couldn't find sheets of hot-melt adhesive for my ve neering project at the store where I bought the veneer, I went looking elsewhere and found it at a fabric shop. The sheet adhesive comes in two forms: fusible web and transfer web. Fusible web is simply a sheet of hot-melt adhesive that you cut to size, place between the parts and press with a hot iron to fuse. With this type, there may be a bit of squeeze-out around the edges of the veneer.
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Stop block



T-nuts are inserted into holes from underneath.



I use this jig for routing the sliding dovetail housings for the legs of small pedestal tables and stands: It's fast to set up and very accurate. I made the jig's index head from a l/z-in.-thick aluminum plate bandsawn into a circle, but you can make it as easily out of a thick piece of hard maple. I tapped the center of



Methods of Work



(C:Ol tbl led)



the index head to receive a short length of 1j2-in.-dia. alumi



would not believe the dust this thing sucks up. I keep the unit



num rod with one end protruding slightly and pointed to act as



on the floor and di rect my sweepings toward the inlet; when



a center. Three indexing holes are bored through the head to



I'm sanding, I stay close to the blower. All the dust that nor



correspond with the dovetail housings to be cut in d1e pedestal. A



mally stays in the air for min utes and powders every inch of



registration pin pushed through the face of d1e router support



the shop is sucked up instantly.



I use a �-in. dovetail cutter in my router to cut the housings



seats in one of these holes, positioning the pedestal for routing.



and install an adjustable stop block on d1e router support to keep



-Eric Schramm, Los Gatos, Calif.



the housings the same length.



o



�



To prevent your oi lstone box from sliding around



d1e bench while you sharpen tools, drive a small finish nail near



will grip.



�®@(0J' @@O



Glue half of ball to shopmade arbor.



Quick tip:



C. Turner, St. john 's, Newfoundland, Canada



-P. W Blandford, Stratford-on-Avon, England



each corner. Clip each brad short and sharpen it to a point so it



Hemispherical sander



@



- Thomas



A ttach sandpaper with staples.



Miter gauge for plywood edgebanding



I



Plastic drafting triangle, 4 in.



This little device, which works especially well for sanding con cave interior surfaces, can be easily produced in the workshop. Start with a sponge-rubber ball, the kind available at toy stores in various diameters from 1 in. to 3 in., and carefully cut the ball in half.



ow saw the head off a Va-in. carriage bolt. Using jam nuts,



screw the bolt to a plywood disc the same diameter as the sponge rubber hemisphere. Hollow the hemisphere to accept the jam nut and attach it to the plywood disc with hot-melt glue or silicone adhesive. Prepare an abrasive disc to conform to the hemisphere by cutting several radial slots at equal distances, as shown. Staple



F Kinnaman, Phoeni.,"(, Ariz.



the abrasive paper to d1e wooden disc or hold the paper in place with a hose clamp.



Quick tip:



-Donald



Solid-wood edgebanding is often used around plywood doors and tabletops to cover the edge laminations. But measuring, aligning and scribing the eight 45° miters on the banding is



Cardboard tubes from the centers of newspaper



a tedious job, because the banding's length and the miters'



rolls make good drums for lathe-mounted thickness sanders. Just



angles must be perfect for everything to fit. This little gauge



turn end plugs and epoxy in place. My drum is 6 in. in dia. and 3



eliminates the measuring and allows you to mark the miters



ft. long, with l -in.-thick walls. Newspapers give them away for



right from the workpiece.



-j. Mark Fineout,



d1e asking.



Terrell, Tex.



Dust collector



To use d1e jig, first tape the banding stock in place on the edge. Slide the jig into the corner where the work and the band ing stock meet, and scribe the 45° miter with a sharp knife. Move to the other end and repeat. If the jig has been accurately made, you'll have perfect scribe lines for cutting miters on the banding. To cut the miters, I use a standard plywood jig with rails on d1e bottom that run in the miter-gauge slots on my tablesaw.



-L.AD. Colvin, Satellite Beach, Fla.



Plate joinery on a budget



Jig guides cutter in arc to fit radius of biscuits.



When I went shopping for a shop vacuum system, the culmina tion of the salesman's pitch concerned d1e unit's large blower d1at" sucked d1e dust out of the entire shop. I realized then d1at I



FWW on The Small



did not need another vacuum in the shop, simply a dust elimina tor. Turning to an article by Mac Campbell in



Workshop,



I found the key: a bag made from polyester felt. The



material, available from most large retail fabric outlets, allows air



When my hankering



to take advantage of quick biscuit-joint sys



tems ran up against the high cost of the required machinery, I



to flow through, but it catches dust, similar to the way a filter bag



looked for a cheaper approach. My solution was to use a wing



works in a vacuum cleaner. I combined a homesewn bag with a



slotting cutter in a router to make the kerfs for the standard bis



discarded squirrel-cage blower, and the rest is history. You



cuits. An Amana three-wing slotting cutter (available from WS.
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PalB04510 list m Sander Price $97



SALE S44



UstPrice$474



FREE



SALE 5244



• ST.• 53190 hMh � ...s-hophelpet ® • $69. 9 5 .... . II .... Ill . nI ... . . nv. . IItif � f """" ShopheSJtPID.PEI. con l . gu � ilt � on the%"backxthe%".whe.mopheancee \flftu lIS iIodudIi!It....thop..and_�""""', TOLL HI()().262-5482



449 WHITEWATER



lper', untqUt double w hee l gi,," it nilbihtv requ.red to allV .lIm,n ilt. k.ck and nlltV. The infeed wheel holds mlterill down to stlb.lill the cut. The outleed l controlli ripping nar· row as Sh lpet is the perlect saleguard lor prolessionals and hobbvi.ts ,Iikl.



CIoIi Toll Fru: uti For



800·344-7455



WHITEWATER. WI



All W IIMI _ I



_ 1M



.W.r



.,. of



FREE FREIGHT '



Visa'Mastercard Check.Money Order



So4d Indi'fidullly ""' Oft A"""



_



801( 8O()..3



Nearest Dealer



•



In ulifOfnia CIoII:



WESTERN COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS . P.O.



18-38)3



138, Tulare, CA 93175



Hirsch Brand Carving Tools The world's finest



• forProduced in Germany over 200 years • 750 sizes shapes available •• 62-Rockwell hardness Unsurpassed quality &



and price



sold by Northland Woodworking Supply



1 Lee at N. Genesse Street Utica, NY 13502 315-724-1299



Call now for your complete catalog only $2.00 refundable with first urchase.



WO���LC&J. • St., aItl



#66 3



2833



Perry



Madison,



WI 53713



Powermatic Specials



NEW * *26 #100 #60 #180 #115OA *225
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hp. 1 phase wlNSO Beismeyer fence . . . . . $1,599.00



5 hp.



Shaper



3



1,723.00 1,475.00 1,n5.00 1,299.00 . . 4.150.00 1,125.00 9,800.00



phase saw wlNSO Beismeyer fence . hp. 1 phase . . ..



. ... . . . .



12" Planer hp. 1 phase 8" Jointer 1'h hp. 1 phase 18" Planer 5 hp, 1 phase 15" V.S. Drill Press hp, 1 phase . 24" Planer 15 hp. phase



3:V.



FOB MADISON OR Me MINNVILLE



POWEHAWJC 1-800-533-9282 '



C E! = S TA= C O � DOVER) RESOURCES COMPANY 589-2800, 2008 Troy, MI 48007



• P.O. Box



(31 3)



608-273-0148
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'Ii Methods of Work



(contil ued)



&



Jenks Sons, 1 933 Montana Ave. , N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002 for about $15) can cut a 5j32-in.-wide, 1/2-in.-deep slot the same as any biscuit joiner. The only problem is that the three-wing cutter's radius is just under 1 in., while the radius of the biscuit joiner's sawblade is 2 in. Because of the smaller radius, the profile of the routed slot will not mate perfectly with the semi-circular edge of the biscuit. Although this mismatch will not affect the assembly or strength of the joints, it can be eliminated by constructing a simple jig, as shown in the sketch. The jig guides the cutter through a 2-in. arc and also sets the depth of cut.



&



Quick tip:



-Richard Fryklund, Arlington, Va.



the box, I use a variation of the one-piece technique. First, be fore assembly, I cut a Ys-in.-wide groove in the inside face of each of the box's sides where the top of the lip is to be. After the box has been assembled, I use a narrower blade to cut off the lid. I offset the second lid-removal cut from the inside groove, as shown, to produce a lip that nests into the lid.



-F.B. Woestemeyer, West Chester, Penn.



gular



Clamping perch for irre



shapes



Half-round clamp perches allow clamping from various angles.



Arm Hammer washing soda cleans pitch and gum from sawblades. Dissolve about half a cup in a shallow pan of hot water large enough to hold the blades, and let them soak a few minutes. Rinse with hot water and dry. This will not harm the blade or your hands, and as a bonus, it will also help keep the drainpipes clean. -Gerald Szejlinski, Greendale, Wisc.



Fixed-position marking gauges Kerf prevents corner damage.



End view



Different on each sidewiofdthgauge Using fixed-position marking gauges saves me time and tedium while laying out. Here's how I make them: Cut several short pieces from a hacksaw blade. Drill a hole through each blade section and bevel and sharpen one end to a knife edge. The body of the gauge is a 3-in. by 5-in. block with a mortise in its center. Cut stub tenons on the ends of two pieces of %-in. by I -in. hardwood so they each can be glued into the mortise from opposite sides of the body. Cut each of these two pieces to length so that when a section of hacksaw blade is screwed into a notch in the end, the knife edge will be the desired distance from the body of the gauge. Mount the blade with the bevel facing the block. This way the blade will pull the block into the work and stay on track. When fmished, mark the gauge's measure ments so you quickly find the size you're looking for.



can



To clamp up chair frames and other irregular shapes, I use semi circular clamping perches like the ones shown in the sketch. To make the perch, cut a 3-in.-dia. circle from a 2x4 with a large hole saw or ny-cutter. On the bandsaw, halve the circle with the grain and make a V-cut in the flat side to match the angle of the corner of the piece being glued. An extra kerf at the apex will prevent the block from crushing any sharp edges or from being glued to a mitered corner. The round surface will accept clamping from any angle, even crossclamping.



-Jobn



Quick tip:



M. Gray, Syracuse, NY



Smoothly planed wood can b e slippery to get a grip on when feeding a machine. Licking your fingertips greatly Kimball, McCall, Idaho increases the control.



-E.e.



Holding push sticks with Velcro



-Dennis R. Mitton, Gig Harbour, Wash.



Quick tip: trick



If your sandpaper tends to clog quickly because of gum or glue, a quick pass with a file card or wire brush will extend its life. -Chris Dallsmore, Salt Lake City, Utah



Box-lid



Cut here to remove lid.



I



�



Lid fits over lip on box.



When make small boxes, I assemble them in one piece, includ ing the lid. Then when I cut the lid off, it will match the box exactly. When I want an undercut on the lid to fit over a lip on
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Frustrated at never having my push sticks on my tablesaw when I need them, I glued a strip of Velcro on the right side of my rip fence and the mating Velcro material on the sides of my push sticks. The push sticks now stand at attention on the rip fence, ready to be grabbed when needed. Most Velcro now comes with a peel-off sticky back that should fasten the material well enough. This tip could be used for many accessories and tools -David Crawford, Brownsboro, Tex. around the shop.



Methods of Work buys readers ' tiPS, jigs and tricks. Send details, sketches (we'll redraw tbem) and pbotos to Methods, Fine Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. We'll return only those contributions that include an SASE.



SQUARE , DRIVE



SCREWS • Square Drive Reduces



• • •



"Cam-Out'"



Deep Thread for Exceptional Holding Power Heat Treated for Greatest Strength Made With Pride in USA or Canada



C H EC K OUR P RICING! 1000 #8 x 1 'f. FLAT HEAD SQUARE DRIVE SCREWS $13.74 $3.00



Ground Service Shiupspping



x 1-800-443-7937 CALL TOLL FREE



ASHMAN TECHNICAL LTO. Machinery . Tools . $hop Equipment



351 Nash Rd., N., Hamilton, Ont., Can. L8H 7P4



(416) 560-2400



CALLGENERAL COLLECT ._



Model 350-1 ............................ $1 340. with Biesemeyer ........................ $1 470. with EXCAlIBUR ........................ $1 565. 1 60-2 VS Lathe, 1 HP ................. $ 1 1 00. 260-1 VS Lathe, 1 HP ................. $1980. 1 1 80-1 6" Jointer, 1 HP............... $ 740. 480 8" Jointer, 1 1/2 HP ............ $1 530. 490-1 15" Bandsaw, 1 HP .......... $ 885.



.·. CELTA 3 HP - 1 0" - Tilting Arbor Unisaw$1 1 99. 3 HP - 1 0" - Unifence Model . . ...... $1 350. RT3 1 1 0" Scoring Saw .............. $2875.



- SPECIA.LS. . . . $69.-



Mobile Bases From .



20"



-



New Excalibur



U.S. FUNDS.



. . $329



. . .. . . .. $4300 Fence . . . . . .



Delta Planer - 5 H P -



lO0.O0O REASON S WHY 1UU SHOU LD OWN ® A SAW famous



100,000



Over in fact. Bob in Buffalo. Jim in Phoenix. Richard in Sydney. Heinz in Stuttgart. The list of Biesemeyer T,Square saw fence owners spans the globe. Why so many? Because Biesemeyer sets the industry standard. The T,Square saw fence system cuts precision parts for all your home shop projects. Safely. Affordably.



ladeGfits



Btesemeyer's T#Square saw fence system any tablesaw. Shown here with B uard '" system.



ournew



And now Biesemeyer introduces the new sliding table. Perfect for cross,cutting. By using the T--Square sliding table on your table saw, you get the benefits of a radial arm saw-for a fraction of the cost. Cap off your saw fence and sliding table with the added safety of Biesemeyer's new BladeGuard system. Safety was never this convenient before. BladeGuard easily lifts out of the way for dado cuts and sliding table use. For more information, call In Arizona, And for useful hints on the many uses of our products, just ask for Bill Biesemeyer, fellow woodworker.



>



18 00 , 7 8 21 8 3 1 . 835,9300.



1·800·782·1831



Try them for two weeks. If you're not completely satisfied, you'll receive a full refund plus shipping costs.



BIESEMEYER It stil costs les to own the best.



FREIGHT COLLECT
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How do you true up the sole of jointer planes-both wood and metal? seems that if a plane's sole is absolutely flat, the protrusion of the blade would cause the plane to rock. There must be a way to compensate for this. -John Latta, Anchorage, Alaska Rich Preiss replies: Truing the sale af any handplane, be it metal ar waad, is essential if yau are to. abtain flawless perfar mance. Langer planes, such as jainter planes, require special care because af their size and because they are used mastly to shoot edges priar to. glue-up, an aperatian that demands accuracy. The process far truing waad and metal planes is similar; the required taals are a large mill file, same large sheets af c1ath backed emery ar silicon-carbide abrasive and a flat reference surface, such as a ground metal plate ar a pane af \.4-in.-thick glass (preferably tempered). I start by backing the plane iron aut af cutting range and clamping the plane upside dawn in my bench vise. Do. nat clamp the cheeks af the plane, but rather clamp the plane by its handle, with the front knab resting an top af the bench. Any campressian an the plane's side walls during flattening will cause the sale to defarm and became unflat when the plane is unclamped. Using a gaad metal straightedge, or the rule from a cambinatian square, carefully gauge the canditian af the battam af yaur plane. Check across the sale starting at the nase, wark yaur way back to. the heel and then check lengthwise. Mare aften than nat, yau will find a hallaw in the center and also. a law spat around the mauth af the sale-a result af wear. Depending an haw far aut af true the sale is, yau'll have to. perfarm ane ar twa aperatians: The caarser step is filing ar grinding away the high spats; the finer step is lapping the bot tam smaath. If the irregularities are slight, yau are fartunate and can proceed right to. the lapping step. Remave the plane from yaur bench. Tape yaur abrasive by the edges to yaur reference surface and carefully, ane strake at a time, mave the plane aver the surface until the entire sale is unifarmly palished. Start with a 320-grit paper and proceed to 400 grit, ar finer if yau cho.ase. The finer the palish, the slicker the plane's ultimate perfar mance. Avaid the tendency to. rock the plane as yau go. back and farth: This will round the sale. Be sure to. press squarely aver the plane's entire bady; to. ensure accuracy, accasianally reverse the plane and push it heel-first. If the straightedge reveals the sale is very uneven, carefully file it flat, ane stroke at a time, until it cames within lapping range. Wark the file in ane directian until the high spats are just abaut flush with the majarity af the surface and then proceed to the lapping. Do. the filing with the plane upside dawn in yaur vise as befare. Keep yaur file clean, and check yaur progress aften with the straightedge and a set af winding sticks. Winding sticks are twa straight strips af waad that are laid an the sale parallel to. each ather and perpendicular to. the length af the plane. By sighting the tap edges af the twa sticks, yau can see if there is any twist ar "wind" in the sale. Once the sale is flat, yau shauld check if the mauth af the plane is a straight and square apening. This is impartant, be cause the mauth allaws the chips to. escape between the sale and the blade. If the apening is nat square, scribe a fine line at the leading edge af the mauth, perpendicular to. the lang edge af the sale; using a small mill file, carefully remave just enaugh material to true the apening. Waad planes require more frequent flattening, because they are mare susceptible to. climatic changes. Hawever, if yau do. a little bit af truing regularly, yau will never have to. face severe madificatians. Many contemparary waad planes have adjustable throat inserts that shauld be reset after any majar retruing af the plane sale, to make the size af the mauth the same as it was. On a properly flattened jainter plane, the iron shauld pro-
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ject anly enaugh to. take a fine shaving, and that small amaunt shauld never cause the plane to "rock," as yau mentianed. There's no. need to. do. any special truing to accaunt far the blade's projectian. [Rich Preiss is head af the woodwarking program at the University af Narth Carolina at Charlatte and a consulting editar to.
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Wormy maple I recently ran across some wormy maple at a local lumber dealer. Although I understand that wormy wood is fairly common, I wonder if such lumber is usually available com mercially. Also, do they cut wood that's already been attacked by worms, or do the worms only attack sawn lumber? -Marilyn MacEwen, Fairview, Jon Arno replies: Wormy maple is quite camman, as i s wormy ash, butternut, chestnut and aak. Althaugh same species are re sistant, mast waads will became warmy if attacked by the larvae af certain beetles. One af the prima culprits is the pawder past beetle, which has a special fandness far ash but will attack ather species. Althaugh warmy waad can be attractive in paneling, picture frames and rustic furniture, the lumber trade views "worminess" as a degraded canditian, because it structurally weakens the waad. Far this reasan, sawyers avaid processing warmy waad at the mill, and mast lumber dealers dan't stack any, except far wormy waad that's been milled far paneling and tharoughly kiln dried to. kill the eggs and larvae. The best way to track dawn a supply af warmy maple is to. contact same af the smaller sawmills in yaur area and ask the aperators to call yau if they receive any warmy lags. Yau'll have to. act quickly, because warmy waad is usually discarded ar saId as firewaad right away, as sawyers dan't like to. keep warmy lags around far fear the warms will infect their inventary af saund lags and lumber. Far this reasan, warmy waad is usually a little hard to. find, but nat necessarily expensive. If yau get same wormy maple, it is impartant to. have it kiln dried befare you use it, to. kill the warms. [Jan Arna is a waadwarker and amateur waad technalagist in Schaumburg, III.]
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Horsepower ratings and reality Volts amps/746 watts horsepower, right? If so, why are so many motorized tools advertised as having higher-than-pos sible horsepower? Also, what is developed horsepower? -Ed Good, Nordland, Wash. Cowern replies: Much af the canfusian abaut electric-matar harsepawer is due to. the fact that manufacturers use different methads to. rate the pawer af different kinds af mators. Standard inductian matars that are used an mast statianary pawer taals, like tablesaws and planers, are rated accarding to. the matar's cantinuaus running capability. Althaugh not stated an the matar's nameplate, these matars can narmally produce 200% to. 300% af the specified harsepawer rating far shart bursts af time. When producing the higher harsepawer, they draw mare amps than the nameplate indicates, but as lang as the averlaad periods are shart (typically several seconds), the matar will not be damaged. If you use the standard harsepawer farmula yau stated and figure in the amperage printed an the nameplate, yau'll came up with a harse power rating very c1ase to. the matar's cantinuaus power autput. Partable taals, such as electric drills, routers and j igsaws, have universal matars. Campared to. inductian motors, universal motors are smaller, lighter, capable af variable speeds and run an either AC ar DC pawer. Unfartunately, the rated autput of universal ma tars isn't clearly a product af the standard harsepawer farmula: These matars are typically rated in terms af their "maximum develaped" ar "peak" harsepawer autput. Just as the pawer generated by an inductian motar in a shart burst can far exceed
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New Golden Eaglet™e™saw blades with Dyani outperform ordinary carbide-tippedblades.



This is the revolutionary new Golden Eagle saw blade. It per forms like no other blade you have ever seen . The secret i s cutting teeth made of Dyanite premium carbide, a breakthrough compound far tougher than any grade of carbide ever developed. Dyanite means incredible performance and durability. In numerous field tests under identical cutting conditions, Dyanite premium carbide blades outper formed standard C-4 caroide-tipped blades in cutting a variety of materials . . . hardwood, particle board, green lumber, plastic laminates, and more.



Louisville, KY 502-587-5562 Muscle Shoals, AL . Hot Springs, AR Lenoir, NC Wilkesboro, NC



•



•



Dyanite carbide can be given a sharper edge than standard carbide, yet requires no special tooling to be resharpened . It's more corrosion-resistant than other grades of carbide and more resistant to high temperatures generated during cutting. The Golden Eagle line of saw blades featuring Dyanite premium carbide teeth totals 37 blades in sizes ranging from to 16" in diameter, in 24 to 100-tooth configurations. Golden Eagle saw blades from DML. They're available only where quality industrial tools are sold. Call for the name of your nearest distributor.



8"



800-233-7297 800-626-1802



(SAWS)



Oyanite has patents pending.



Q & A (continue,l) its continuous power rating, a universal motor can produce its maximum or "peak" horsepower for very short periods before burning out. During the overload or peak period, universal motors draw much higher amperage than what's stated on the motor's nameplate. When manufacturers calculate horsepower, they fac tor in this peak amperage figure, rather than the amperage on the nameplate. This gives a rating higher than seems possible by the standard formula. For more information about calculating horsepower, see my article in 64, p. 57. [Ed Cowern is an electrical engineer and president of a company that distributes electric motors. He lives in North Haven, Conn.]
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I understand you can mix beeswax with paraffin wax to make a furniture polish, but I don't know the proportions for the mixture. Also, what is the procedure for combining them ? - William Crist, Charleston, Va. Bob Flexner replies: Beeswax has been used on furniture for centuries, both as a primary finish and as a polish. Paraffin wax is a soft wax that's a petroleum derivative usually combined with hard waxes, such as carnauba or candelilla, to make them easier to spread. When combined with beeswax, its purpose is usually to reduce the cost of wax, not improve the quality. Rather than using paraffin, I'd experiment with mixtures of beeswax and the harder carnauba or candelilla (see my article "Demystifying Wax," #70, p. 66). Any wax can be made into a paste by mixing the wax with a solvent, such as turpentine or mineral spirits, and heating it in a double boiler. However, if done on a stove top, this is a highly dangerous operation that can easily result in a fire or explosion, so I don't advocate amateurs doing it. Fortunately, there is an other method that is quite a bit slower than the heating method but far safer. First, shred the wax into a lidded glass or metal container. Add about pint of solvent to 1 lb. of wax and stir the solution to an even conSistency. Then, simply shake or stir the mixture from time to time for several days until all the wax is dissolved. If you want the paste to be thicker or thinner, either add a little more wax or more solvent. Rottenstone, oil-based pigments or dark-color dyes can be added to create different antique and scratch-covering effects. [Bob Flexner is a professional finisher and restorer. He lives in Norman, Okla.]
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I enjoy cutting tenons by hand. However, when cutting the tenon cheeks, I'm ripping with crosscut teeth. Is it possible to refile the teeth of a backsaw to work faster or cleaner when cutting with the grain ? -Paul ] Pieper Jr., Abington, Penn. Michael Podmaniczky replies: Although it may not appear to be so, backsaws and dovetail saws are already designed for cutting both with and across the grain. True, the teeth are more like crosscut teeth than rip teeth, but there's a reason: A crosscut saw used to rip will merely take longer to use, but a ripsaw used against the grain will grab, drag and tear. Try a few cross cuts with even the finest-toothed ripsaw, and you will under stand why manufacturers have come up with "combination" tooth deSigns for saws that are meant to do a multitude of sawing tasks. However, if you cut a lot of tenons by hand, the ideal situation is to have two different saws, one for each tenoning job: a crosscut saw for the shoulders and a ripsaw for the cheeks. I said be fore, you will find that most backsaws already come sharpened to crosscut. To modify a backsaw for ripping, old-time craftsmen often would grind or file off the fine teeth and cut new ones, reducing the number of teeth per inch at a ratio of six new rip teeth for each eight old crosscut teeth. The new teeth should be filed straight across, with no bevel, and the face of each tooth
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should be square to the axis of the blade. Rip teeth should also have less set than crosscut teeth. Unless you file saws on a regular basis, it is unreasonable to attempt this task: Pay a local saw sharpening shop to do the job for you. [Michael Podmaniczky is a conu-ibuting editor to and a furni ture conservator at The Winterthur Museum in Winterthur, Del.]
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Acidic wood and carbide I have read that woods with high-acid content destroy car bide, so these woods should only be cut with steel or stellite. If this is true, which woods should I avoid cutting with car -Stuart Grimstad, Amherst Junction, Wis. bide blades? David Snook replies: Phenolic acid in wood does affect tung sten-carbide teeth cutting green or wet wood. The acid eats the cobalt binder that holds the grains of tungsten together, causing the teeth to deteriorate. This effect, coupled with the high tem peratures generated during cutting, also causes the teeth to dull much faster than normal. Cedar is a real problem, because it has one of the highest phenolic-acid contents of any commercial wood and is naturally very abrasive. Conifers and most other softwoods are also high in acid content. Oak and other hardwoods have a very low acid content. Fortunately, the phenolic-acid content in dried woods is low, so it's not concern. Steel and stellite tooth blades are not affected by phenolic acid and are therefore good substitutes for tungsten carbide when working with green woods. Special grades of carbide with a nickel binder rather than cobalt are also available. The acid doesn't affect nickel, thus eliminating the problem, and nickel carbide stays sharp longer than steel or stellite, because it is much more resistant to abrasion in green woods. [Dave Snook is a custom sawblade maker and owner of Snook's Saw Shop in Salem, Oreg.]
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I cut logs from red cedar, cheny and oak for woodturning. I rough-turn the green stock, dry the wood and then do my fi nal cuts and sanding on the lathe. I've tried to expedite the drying by using a microwave oven, but I don't get consistent results. What's the proper way to do this ? Peterson, Princeton, Wis. Alan Stirt replies: From your letter, it's not clear to me which way the grain runs in your bowls. I suspect you're turning the endgrain, with the tree's center as the center of the bow!. In this case, no matter how you dry the bowls, you're going to have a higher loss rate and less consistent results than you would if you turned bowls into side grain and eliminated the tree's pith center. To aid in drying, no matter what the grain orientation, the thinner you turn the green-wood bowl (while making sure there's enough wood to finish), the less chance of cracking. It's also very important to turn the bowl with an even thickness through out. Thicker areas will have a greater tendency to crack. When air-drying, coating the bowl with a wax or other sealer to slow and even out the drying also reduces cracking. The portions of a bowl with the most endgrain showing dry much faster than the side-grain portions. You can use paste wax, white glue diluted with water, commercial end coating (wax-emulsion type) diluted with water or anything that provides a moderate water-vapor barrier. Too heavy a sealer can be counterproductive: The idea is to slow down, not stop the drying process. I've found that the moisture content of the wood probably has the greatest effect on how the bowl will dry in the microwave. If the wood is too wet (above 22%), it will not dry evenly and cracking will occur. I have found this to be true even with but ternut and other woods that can be dried by more conventional methods with little fear of cracking. If necessary, I air-dry my
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THE OBVIOUS CHOICE!! Weighs 260 /bs.! G 1 1 82
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H . P. Shaper



2 spindle speeds, precision ground table, magnetic switch and weighs a husky 500 Ibs. Comes with 3 spindles - 1", and



34"
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6 X 47"



Jointer



A l l ball bearing, 3-blad e cutterhead, 1 H P single phase motor, precision ground beds with an exclusive 47" bed length. This is the nicest 6" Jointer on the market.



8 X 65"



20"



Join ter



Another winner! All ball bearing, 3-blade cutterhead, magnetic switch 1 H P single phase motor and precision ground cast-iron beds.



P laner



20" x 8" capacity, 2 automatic feed rates, 3 HP single phase motor, 4-blade all ball-bearing cutte rhead, b u i lt in stand, extension rollers and dust chute. Weighs 950 Ibs.
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Regularly $850.



Regularly $335



Regularly $665



Regularly $1295



SALE PRICE $825



SALE PRICE $310



SALE PRICE $625



SALE PRICE $ 1 1 75



All above prices are F.O. B . W i l l iamsport, PA or Bel l i ngham, WA



NEW TOLL FREE LIN+-ES



EAST OF THE M ISSISSIPPI:



( FOR ORDERS AND CATALOG REQU ESTS O NLY)



(For Orders & Catalogs Only) (For Inquiries & Customer Service)



1 -800-523-GRRR (71 7) 326-3806



-+ -+



WEST OF THE M ISSISSIPPI:



1 -800-541 -5537 (206) 647-0801
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Dependable extra hands for all types of clamping and work-holding jobs: woodworking projects, home maintenance, and furniture repair.
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Write for FREE LITERATURE. For big 32-page "how-to-clamp-it" catalog, send 50 ¢ . ASK YOUR DEALER



ADJUSTABLE CLAMP COMPANY THE CLAMP FOLKS 4 3 1 N. Ashland Ave. / Chicago, IL 60622



Produce Something Special! Route decorative panel designs in seconds. 32 different corner designs, a side design and arc attachment are available to create unique panels to put you a step ahead of competition.



• •



For panels up to 24" by 36 " . Accessory extension bars for panels up t o 84". 4 di fferent corner designs. 32 available as accessories. Accessory side design. Accessory arc attachment. See your woodworking machinery dealer or call toll free for an informative brochure.
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PORTA-NAILS, INC . BOX 1 257 · WILMINGTON, NC 28402 PHONE (919) 762-6334, OUT OF NC 1 -800-634-9281 Porta-Nailer



Dowel Mate
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Router Mate
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Ring Master
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Q & A (cOlltil l etl) I



bowls to get their moisture below the about 22% before drying them in the microwave. measure the moisture content with a moisture meter. If you don't have a meter, you can experiment by varying the amount of time you leave the bowls to air-dry before microwave drying. If you leave the bowls for a few weeks and they microwave crack-free, you can speed things up by gradually shortening the air-drying periods until you determine the minimum air-drying time needed in your local climate. I prefer to treat the wood with several short microwave treat ments rather than fewer longer ones. I set the microwave on the defrost cycle and place the bowl on a carousel inside. This ro tates the bowl slowly so it will dry more evenly. For a 6-in.-dia. bowl that starts just under 22% moisture content, I'll use three or four 1 0-minute treatments, allowing the wood to cool off in between. The exact timing is dependent on the wood's mass, moisture content, grain orientation and species. The more mass (both size, thickness and weight), the longer it has to be zapped in the microwave to dry. Some woods are much harder to dry than others: Bowls with crotch figure or burls with large irreg ular areas of endgrain must be treated on a more gentle schedule. Very dense woods, such as ebony and lignum vitae, also need this gentler treatment. Burls with a heavy bird's-eye figure, such as big-leaf maple burl, can be dried on a faster schedule than normal wood. The amorphous structure of these burls seems to prevent any cracks that form from spreading too far. Because the moisture loss in the microwave is caused by heat ing the wood, temperature is an important factor. In general, especially during the earlier stages of drying, don't let the bowls get any hotter than you can hold in your hand. Getting the wood too hot causes internal cracking (honeycombing) and can ad versely affect the wood's color and working qualities. [Alan Stirt is a woodnlrner in Enosburg Falls, Vt.]
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About six months ago, I finished a mahogany dining-room table with a high-gloss lacquer. After applying a paste wood filler, I let it dry for days before sealing it; the buffed-out surface looked perfect. Several months later, random patches of white appeared in the finish, as if it had blushed. In addi tion, there were countless tiny white dots at the base of the finish, down at the wood level. What happened? -Phil Hostetter, New York, Michael Dresdner replies: Apparently, oil from the filler mixture was absorbed into the pores of the mahogany, held there and later released back into the filler after the finish had dried. The oil reacting with the filler forms a tiny white dot at the mouth of each pore. For some reason, this only occurs in mahogany, not walnut or any other wood with similar pores; even then, it happens only occasionally. Unfortunately, there is no way to remove the dots, short of refinishing. My suggestion for avoiding it in the future is to light ly seal the mahogany before filling, thus preventing excess oil absorption. This is done by applying one very thin coat of vinyl sealer on the wood prior to filling, but after it has been stained. (This vinyl sealer is available at professional paint stores. Don't use regular lacquer sanding sealer.) Applying the vinyl sealer will also make the excess filler a bit easier to remove, and if the filler is pigmented, will prevent it from coloring any of the wood except for the pores themselves. After the filler has been wiped off, left to dry and lightly scuffed to remove any surface reSidue, the piece can be resealed with another coat of vinyl before mov ing on to the lacquer topcoats. In this way, you have essentially created a vinyl "envelope" that isolates the pocket of filler in each pore from the mahogany itself. [Michael Dresdner is a contributing editor for and an in strumentmaker and finishing specialist in Zionhill, Penn.]
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Antiquing cherry with lye I have been attempting to achieve an antique look on cher.ry using a dilute lye solution. The results have been less than excellent: The wood does turn a beautiful color, but it also becomes splotchy. I have had a similar problem when stain ing with an aniline dye. Is there any way to obtain a more uniform result? -Robert Hendrich, Williamsburg, Va. Tom Dewey replies: Your letter does not say whether or not you followed on through and topcoated the treated wood with a finish. My experience with the process has been quite similar: I was apprehensive the first few times I used lye, because I, too, experienced uneven and splotchy coloration. However, upon following through and finish-sanding and applying a good top coat of varnish, oil or lacquer, the condition was eliminated. I suspect that it has something to do with the wood itself rather than uneven concentrations of the lye (although you should make every effort to thoroughly mix and evenly apply the lye and warm, not cold, water). Perhaps cherry naturally contains soft and hard (dense and less-dense) areas of grain. Keep in mind that regardless of the initial results, in time, the entire col oration tends to "mellow," that is, lighten up a bit. a further check, I have just examined a 1 00-year-old drop leaf table, and sure enough, there is a color variation (though not especially pronounced) from one spot to another. So perhaps the lye merely accentuates what is already there. Bottom-line ad vice: Don't fret too much. Old furniture in the 1 00-plus-years category isn't perfectly uniform anyway. [Tom Dewey designs and builds furniture in Coudersport, Penn.]
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Dr. Paul Vinger's article on rye safety in 72 gives a nice overview of appropriate measures for protecting the ryes against solids and liquids, but it doesn't deal with gaseous irritants. We know to wear a respirator when spraying finishes to keep from inhaling harmful vapors, but what effect do these - Clarkjenkins, Harrison, z. vapors have on the eyes? Dr_ Pa u l Vinger replies: There are three main routes through which chemicals can enter the body: the respiratory sys tem, tlle skin and the gastrointestinal tract. Gases, vapors, mists and airborne particles are mainly inhaled; therefore, a respirator is your most important defense against harmful substances. However, some vapors and gases, such as strong alkalies and acids, can cause severe, potentially blinding burns to the eye. Further, some solvents, such as lacquer thinner, can cause sur face irritation on the eye by dissolving the fatty bonds that attach the thin skin (epithelium) to the underlying cornea. The most efficient means of protection is to reduce the con centration of gases, vapors or mists in your work area with an adequate ventilation system. Goggles that meet American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards #Z87 for chemical use will give some eye protection from low to moderate air-toxin levels, but they're mainly designed to protect from liquid chemical splash and are not a substitute for good air-quality control in your spray room. Contact lenses are not advised where there is exposure to eye-toxic chemicals in either the liquid or gaseous state, because the lens could make irrigation of the eye ineffective. More de tailed information may be found in Occupational Health: Recog nizing and preventing work-related disease, edited by B.S. Levy and D.H. Wegman, Little, Brown and Co., 200 West St., Waltham, Mass., 02254; (800) 343-9204 or (617) 890-0250 in Massachusetts. [Dr. Paul Vinger is a woodworker and ophtl1almologist. He lives in Lexington, Mass. ]
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Send queries, comments and sources of supply to Q&A, Fine Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. We attempt to answer all questiOns, but due to the great number of requests received, the process can take several months.



You can make half-blind or sliding dovetails (both equally and variably spaced), finger joints with



Furniture-making secrets from TV's favorite carpenter



ANY pin spac i ng, precision models. toys, other iigs .



.



iust think of any



work-positioning requirement you may have on almost any stationary woodworking machine. and INeRA JIG will handle it with much greater ease and accuracy than your old method.



. . I cannot imagine doing close work Without it. "



HOW WOULD YOU THIS WITHOUT



Fine Woodworking Magazine



MAKE O[J []fJ ©IT@T M JJL1107I� " ...•••••



"It's the kind of tool you keep finding new ways to use." American Woodworker Magazine "The precision. accuracy and ease of setup make the jig an ideal tool for production runs and a real time-saver, too . " Fine Woodworking Magazine



'''



u.s. PATENT #4,793,604



The UNIVERSAL PRECISION



works as a precision incremental fence or stop block on your router table, drill press, table saw. band saw. or radial arm saw. It positions your work perfectly at ANY multiple of 1/32". 1/16", 1/8", 1/4", or 112" relative to the cutting tool over the full 8-inch range. The jig is also easily micro-adjustable to any position between fixed steps. Over-all error is under 1/500" with a repeatability error much less than 1/1000". The incredibly affordable INCAA JIG is available from quality woodworking stores and catalogs nationwide. For a free brochure and the name of your nearest dealer write to: POSITIONING JIG



In THE NEW YANKEE WORKSHOP, Norm Abram shows you how to build traditional-style furniture usiog modem power tools, new mate rials and time-saviog techniques. First, he helps you set up shop with a basic selection of tools. Then, he provides complete plans and instruc tions for buildioga dozen pieces of furniture.



The Shaker inspiration Tips from start to finish



Inspired by the classic lioes of American Shaker furniture these pieces embody the joioery and functional design associated with that style, while takiog far less time and effort to make. They are: Medicioe Cabioet Workbench Drop-leaf Table Blanket Chest Bedside Table Bathroom Vanity Trestle Table Bookshelf Chest of Drawers Candle Stand Hutch Writing Desk



* * * * ** * *



*



**



TX



Taylor Design Group. P.O. Box 81 0262 Dallas, 75381



DELTA



1 5" Scroll Saw $ 1 29 #40-150



Clearly illustrated throughout, here are tips on safety, measuriog and markiog, woodworkiog jargon, saws, planiog and shapiog, drilling and driving, and much more. The last chapter is devoted to finishiog techniques. You'll make furni ture that will become heirlooms io the years ahead. Available io hardcover and paperback at bookstores, or use the coupon and order today.



UTIlE, stributionMACenter 200 WestBROWN Street,DiWaltham, 02254 @ $19.95 $16.95 $3. 0 0 o $



Please send me, OIy hardcover, paperback (Prices include shipping and handling unless ordering by credil card. then add per orderl. I enclose check or money order payable to UTILE. BROWN and California. New York COMPANY for the total cost. and Massachusetts residents must include sales tax. Charge my American Express Visa MasterCard



34-761 34-782 34-670 34-985 34-444 33-150 33-890 33-990 28-283 28-243 28-160 40-601 37-350 37-150 22-651 43-375 1 1 -950 17-900 31 -730 31-352 31-050 31-460 14-040 34-oBO 34-995 34-994
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10' Unisaw 1-1/2 hp........ 3HP Unisaw w/Unifence.. 10' Table Saw ................. Prod. Stock Feeder......... 10' Contractors Saw........ Sawbuck Saw.......... 12' Radial Saw................ 10' Radial Saw................ 14' Band Saw 3/4 hp...... 14' Band Saw 1/2 hp.,.... 10' 3 Wheel Band Saw... 18' Elec. Scroll Saw........ 8' Precision Jointer......... 6' Jointer DJ-15.............. 13' Planer........................ Hvy Duty Shaper 3 hp.... 8' Bench Drill Press........ 1 6-1/2' Drill Press 6' Belt Finish. Mach........ Sander/Grinder............... 1.30 Belt Sander............ 4' BelV6'Disc Sander...... 14' Drill Press.................. 10' Motorized Miter Stock Feeder 3 Ph......... Stock Feeder 1 Ph.........



Trim



CAll CAll 319 574 588 525 1 1 49 588 *588 519 139 679 1288 *928 1069 1378 1 18



Speed Bloc® Sander



690



Router, 1 - 1 /2 hp.............. Router, 7/8 hp................. 5-Sp Elec. Router, 3 hp... D Hndl Router 1 - 1 /2 hp. VS Top Hndl Jig Saw...... Po a Plane..................... laminate Trimmer.......... Router/Shaper Table..... Plate Joiner.................... Biscuits pkg of 1000. .....



100 518 691 7548 9118
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309 696 555



0 0



Acct



Expiration date _ _--'__---''--_



Please enter 4-digit number to the left of )5



or S134/mo. ·



TABLE SAW



Model DSZA-41



Model DMMA-35



orSl02l



mo .·



PAXTON.HARDWARE ============== MD LTD. Mini-Catalog (301) 8505



7818 Bradshaw Road. Dept. FW18. Upper FailS, Ouick Shipment



Free



21156



592·



w/SCORING UNIT



or S781mo.



1.700 tis



The kind you've come to expect from us-whether irs locks and keys or any one of the thousands of fine hardware fittings for the demanding furniture crafts man. Irs all in our new 70-page catalog-a valuable reference tool that fully describes our expanded line of period hardware. To get your copy. send $4.00 to:



mo. •



Model DRSC-SO



MODEL DFFA-5 TILTING ARBOR HEAVY DUTY SHAPER



orS148/mo. .



Top



or



Val Spd ConIrOi



SSSl



16" - 1 4"



_- r�t:'ii" � • 1 5001>5 S861 90 .. � . f16"·1:0:FTh�. $3990 SUDING TABLE PANEL SAW



:� lI2��1abIe •\,'" .. ., Supporth 7-1/2hp, 3ph Also$Av33 ailable wit90 $6090 _:aotIIWpM.•Uot�� .,.: ;.,. $5690 16" JOINTER16 . :•�p � ,:"Heal $2980•



, '(l1pJo/l • 4 Knlle CuTler Head • - PQ,yer Llfl Tabie • Vanable Rale • • lmted S.'o'ltch . Be



Quality!



& BANDSAW Bolbn "carter _ Guides"



M



ode l DMMB-3 1 5



• 1(l1p 3ph - 3 Belt Sys!em . 2 00l 1lS



AlsoAvailablein 6Ft 0 $690 01'$5500 _ $1



or 1 71/mo. ·



HARPSICHORDS & FORTEPIANOS



JET+ FREE FREIGHT



Build it yourself from one of our kits or let



our experienced crafts



3Wing, Carbide Tipped, Shaper Cutters



postpaid)



For brochure send to



No.



L·t400 L-1401 L- 1402 L-1404 L-1406



$ 895 319 1 249 2595 4200 295 399 319 795 659 895 4900 6395



Radius



1 4 3B 112 3/4



3/16 1/4 3, B



Nel Price



No.



551 . 1 0 57.40 85. 1 0 8O_SO 1 02_20



L· 1432 L-1433 L-1434 L-1435 L-1 436 L-1437



No.



Radius



Nel Price



L- 1 4 1 2 L- 1 4 1 4 L-1416 L-141B L· 1 4 1 9



1/4 31B 112 3/4 1



574.20 82.80 1 04.30 1 21.00 13••30



Radius



Nel Price



1/4 5/ 1 6 31B 7/16 112 SIB 4



$74.20 7.. 30 82.80 84.50 1 oe.40 1 1 ..10



3:B liB



Call for quotes on other JET productsl l l



H3



SUPPLY , I NC.



100 Fine Woodworking



.



" '



M



No.



Width



Nel



114 31B



SIB 3/4 71B 1



For longer blade life and smoother, quieter operallon. Only $9.95 a Set plus $3 shipping For your Bandsaw



537.80 41.30 44.10 47.80 51 . 1 0 53. 10 s..70 84. 40 ".SO 81"20 .. 80



L-L-14447 1·1/4 L 50 $6.of30lRH o;Hjil!II !II 1 · 1 12 1 -3/4 2



Send Check, Money order, or Visa/MC info along with your Name and Address. From the list below, specify your bandsaw brand (or the size of your old guide blocks):



.



PerSet



the Entire Line nt Incl udee Di �'Call for quotes on custom cutters



Ca l l fo



FAX



I



ood y Street,



How to Order



_�' 30% ecou � ! �� � ; � a d � � i : C ) (800 ) (800 SANTA.It& ROSA TO 0 L s



144-W 02154 (617) 894·3238



Waltham,



.



L-1440 L-1441 L-1442 L-1 443 L-1444 N o . Opening Radius Net Price L- 1445 L-1 420 1.4 .00 1 46 L-1421 3/16 71 _40 L-1 422 112 1/4 8O_SO L-144B L-1 424 3/4 31B .7.30 L-1 449 L-1 426 1 112 1 22. 50 -14 Shaper Cutlers With 3/4" Bores 3/4" To 1/Z' Flange Bushings ForAll Cutlers ·



Nationwide service, $2,000,000 parts inventory and the most reliable warranty in the business. Jet is unquestionably the best value in woodworking.



Quantities limited a t above prices. Order Now. Orders shipped from Santa Rosa, CA. , Smyrna, TN. Tacoma, WA. Ad ex pire 4/30lB9



by Frank Hubbard



""""� "�\MOIHMATERIAL Width 1 'B HARPSICHORDS INCORPORATED MA 1 12 i � n� t':i1 �am fCU:��:IH:: _ """"'" , Price COOL BLOCKS 1/2 �_cum_'_+-e.:-_.,;x;� ;



Now, a perfect shaper for the small production shop or serious craftsman. Compact but power ful with a 2hp Single Phase reversible motor.



ood



Three Centuries of Harpsichord Making ($30 S3.00 HUBBARD men build it for you.



OnJet OrdersOver$ 2000



JWS·34·1 W working Shaper JWS-1 8 Woodworking Shaper WSS-3 Woodworking Shaper TWSS-2 Tilting Spindle Shaper STSS-2-3Sliding Table Shaper DC-61 0 Dust Collector DC-1 1 82 Dust Collector JJ-6, 6" Jointer JJ-8, 8" Jointer JBS-1 8 1 8" Bandsaw JWP-1 5H 1 5" Woodworking Planer JWB-1 3P 1 3" x 60" Widebelt Sander JWB-25P 25" x 60" Widebelt Sander



•



Year -



8665



i n Calif. 345346-0387 (707) 545·3705 1 651 Piner Road, SantaRosa, CA 95403



Mail orders to:



045



N. Highland Ave, Dept Atlanta, Georgia 30306



'Taiwanese 1 4' 'Shopsmith



'Sears (3IB" x 3IB" x



HIGHLAND HARDWARE 1



'De�a 1 4" 'Inca 10"



F



11"



314") 'Sears ( 1 /4' round x 314") 'Sears (511 6' round x 314")



BLUME SUPPLY, INC.



331 6 South B l vd Charlotte, NC 28209·1 998 704·523·781 1 OR 1 ·800·288·9200



.•



r.I.-'ll



CALL TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY 1 -800-327-6250 OTHER INFORMATION



71 4-525-3581 8 AM to 5:30 PM PST 1 567 HARBOR BLVD. FULLERTON, CA 92632



.�v�J am



51350



All



#66 1 0" TABLE SAW w/50" BIESEM EY ER FENCE



#26 SHAPER



PREP



$50. 70 CAll FOR



FREIGHTON



ORDERS SHIPPED UPS AID (CONTINENTAL USA) ORDERS OR MORE. SINGLE nEMS WEIGHING LBS. OR MORE ARE SHIPPED F.O.B. SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA. DI NT FREIGHT RATES. SALE PRICES, LIMnED TIME ONLY AND SUBJECT CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.



51275



TO



SCOU



NEED IT QUICK?



FEDERAL EXPRESS SHIPPING AVAILABLE



# 1 00 1 2" PLA N E R



5155395899 51250 55950 I 58750



# 1 80 1 8 " PLANER wI KN IFE G R I N DER



#60 8" JOINTER



330 Finish Sander with Free Stik-It Pad New Model with 15000 OPM $59



•



•



#3338 2114 H . P. electronic variable speed plunger router.



New Freud Thin Kerf Carbide Blades



PORTER+[ABLE'



x x 60T FINECUT.m:FCROSSCUTBLADES$54 73M0CISION PLYW BLADES85 82M008 B2M0COMBINA BLADES 6453 M008 3469 RI PPI NG BLADES M008 43 SUM008FINEONCUT.m:F COATEDBLADESS6975 99 $COO CARBIDE DADO Bevel S99 DBOO 29



LU87M010 10" Ripping LU88M010 10" Cut·Off



5116 Omni·jig Dovetail Machine with Half· Blind Template, Dovetail bit, template guide and manual. $299



24T



$44



$54



LU73MOOS 8"X48T ATB LU73MOO9 9"X54T ATB LU73M010 10"X60T ATB LU 12 12"X72T ATB



59 39



PRE X72TT/ONOOO �HITACHI DOOR STICK $189 PORTER+[ABLE' PERTEFlX72T =S306 SETS You get: ** $159 NEW! LU 8"X48T TCG LUB2MOO9 9"X54T TCG LUB2M010 10"X60T LU 12 12" TCG



POWERMATIC WI DE BELT SAN D ERS 25"



$299



PORTER+[ABLE·



37"



THE



"



-



&



Cuts Measuring Time Up To 60%



Designed Primarily For Use With Frameless Box Construction



Eliminates Erratic Spacing of Door and Drawer Fronts Both Vertically and Horizontally



* * *** --==----:;, r--INDUSTRIES, INC.



42000 Template guide kit. Fits most routers.



** ** *** '12"



Straight guide Micro guide holder Roller guide v, , 'h and collets Template guide Template guide adapter carbide straight bit



45 HALLADAY ST. 1 75 LAFAYETTE ST. NY,NY JERSEY CITY, NJ (201) 433-3800 (212) 226·4000



3660 GENESEE ST BUFFALO. NY (716) 634-8930



7215 N. WEST 31ST LANE MIAMI, FL (305) 691 -2277



VISA - MASTERCARD ACC E PTED



0-45·



&



$159



1 58 1 VSK Top handle jig saw kit with metal $1 59 case



36 65



59



119 149



17



109 49 169



5179 Set 5229 Both Sets Come W�h FREE Door 5179 ''h"h" 5199 'h" 5129 5295



94-100 5pe Cabinet Set 95-100 5pc Cabinet with 99PK·l Muniform making book!



I NTRODUCTORY OFFER $59.95



F E E L THAT S I G H OF R E L I E F W H E N THE DOORS FIT . . .



�



ADJUSTABLE FENCE FOR THE PORTER·CABLE 555



Tilts Slides parallel up down Precision accuracy Screws right on, no drilli g or tapping.



Calculates Actual Drawer Dimensions Within a Cabinet Compensating For Drawer Slides



LM72 8"X24T FLAT TOP LM72M010 10"X24T FLAT TOP LM72M012 12"X30T FLAT TOP



D 6" Dado D 8" Dado A 8" Adjustable Dado JS-l00 Joining Machine ()'1()'20 Bisquits box of 1 000



** ** n



Calculates Doors - Singles and Pairs



53



LU85 8"X64T ATB LU85MOO9 9" ATB LU85M010 10"X80T ATB LU85M012 12"X96T ATB LU85M014 14"Xl06T ATB LU85M015 15"Xl06T ATB ATB Allernate Top TCG Triple Chip Grind l Saw Blade Stabilizer



'12 "



Calculates Drawer Fronts - 1 to 5 Panels



CALL 1 -800-526-3003



$39



TR 1 2 3 H P Plunge Router with $60.00 Accessory Package.



Compensates For Overlays, Inlays, Door Gaps and Edging Material



GET ON TH E "ST I C K " !



59 92



LU64 8"X40T COMB. LU84MOO9 9"X40T COMB. LU84MOll 10"X50T COMB. LU84M012 12"X60T COMB.



"



N EVER THROW OUT ANOTHER DOOR OR DRAWER FRONT AGAI N ! MODEL NO. DS-48 PRICE $49.95 +4.05 postage handling THE FAST, EASY WAY TO MEASURE EU ROPEAN STYLE CAB IN ETRY



59



555 Bisquit joiner with case $159 555A Bisquit joiner with adjustable fence metal case $199 AFPC adjustable fence $59.95 for 555 0-10·20 Bisquits $29



&



9().100 15pc Carbide set 91·100 13pc Shank set 91·102 Shank set 91-104 Shank set router b� set 92·100



orstnerM



FB-l07 7pe Forstner set FB-l00 16pc F set WC·l06 6pe Chisel Set WC·l1 0 lOpe Chisel Set



March /April 1989



$89



$49 5179 $39 559



101



3/4HP Dust Collector 34-782 3hp unisaw w/Bies 34-763 3hp 1 ph unisaw 34-761 1 -1I2hp l ph unisaw 43-375 3hp 1 ph shaper 34-897 DELTA unifence



�: � I � � : �.. Un c�����I� � � � �; :� � �:� � �



te JOint r



With Case



3523X21 sander w/bag 360 3X24 sander w/bag 362 4X24 sander w/bag 503 3X24 wormdrive w/bag 504 3X24 wormdrive sander 330 Speed bloc finish sander 505 112 sheet finish sander 1



12 14 18 23 9 8



r



19 21



IIiiiiI



p 5 speed



Router



$319



""'" 690 1 -112hp router 691 1 -112hp D-handle router 537 1 -112hp Speedmatic router e h r le 695 router table w/router



119 1 79 189 335 325 59 1 09



With Case



$135



0359-1 0222-1 0234-1 0244-1



3/8' VSR cdls drill kit NEW179 3/8' VSR 3.5A drill 99 109 112' VSR Magnum drill 1 /2'VSR magnum drill 109



II



12V. cordless drill kit 3/8' VSR drill 1 3/8' VSR drill 4 112' VSR drill 4000 VSR 2500



. .



3048-09 8-1 /4' Super Saw Cat 2647 3/8'VSR cdls drill kit 2687 3/8' VSR cd Is kit w/clutch 1 09 1 703 10' mitersaw w/60T ct blade 169 98003 9.6V battery w/purchase 30



1 199



\@ �§'r



V.S. Tiger Saw



VariableSpeed



399 N1 2B-l coil roofing nailer N80S-1 1 6d stick nailer 399 Nl 00S-l 6d-20d nailer 499 N60FN 1 -1/4' to 2-1/2' fin. nailer 339 259 T28-5 1 -3/16' finish stapler 139 T31-1 5/8' to brad tacker CWC100 l hp 4gaL compressor 299 Nails and Staples Priced to Sell



I'



I



129 99 1 09 115 79 115



••



.. . ... .. 111... .."' 11. :;'i. " 5.



l3504M 1/2 HP 1 p h . 1725 THC



$1 05



Fence



$129



_-==--''-''



6540-1 cordless screwdriver kit 6753-1 0-4000 VSR screwdriver 89 119 0375-1 3/8'close Quarter drill 0379-1 112' close Quarter drill 149 6142 4-112' grinder kit 119



FAX



US YOUR ORDER!



399 Deluxe 1 .9·X4.7' workbench Major 2.23·X5.5' workbench 499 Zambesi 2'X5.5' teak workbench 699



6012HDW 3/8 2 sp. cdls drill kit 3612BR 3hp rd base router LS1020 10' miter saw 410 dust collector 2040 15-5/8' planer 2030N 1 2' I j



Jointing System



With Case



SN-II+ 6d-l0d nailer 449 SN-4 6d-16d frame nailer 478 SFN-1I 1 -1 /2 to 2-112 finish nailer 398 M-II 1 -3/8' to 2' HD stapler 348 LS-2 5/8' to l' brad tacker 258 299 LS-5 1 ' to 1 -1/2' brad tacker 258 PW roofing stapler Nails and Staples Priced to Sell!



1-701-d!»l1 772-8725 1 -800-358-3096 S For



1 79 1 69 1 09 139



l�.,;;/ .



3HP Plunge Router



$1 95



'



..



'



1 604 1 -3/4 HP router . 1 6CIj 1 -3/4 H P D-handle router 1609K 3 in 1 trimmer kit 16' 1 EVS 3-1/2 VS router 161 1 -220V



118 149 169 259 259



Planer



$389



JBS-14MW 1 4'meVwd bandsaw JBS-18 18' wood bandsaw JJ-6 6' long-bed jointer OVS-l 0 oscilL spindle sander



«



EC-900 5pc shaper cabinet set 94-100 5pc router cabinet set 91-100 1 3pc 1/2' router bit set 92-100 26pc router bit set 90-100 1 5pc router bit set 88-100 router bit set FB-l 00 Forstner bit set



CALL TOLL FREE FOR MIKE O R TOM



e



Jig Saw



1611



JS100



ND • Page Catalog



Box 1 71 6 . Grand Forks, nd $2 , 00 1 20



1581VS VS Top Handle



$124



6368



&



•



12730 4X24 sander w/bag 12720 3X24 sander w/bag 920VSRK 9.6V cordless w/case 921 VSRK 9.6V cordless w/clutch



1 582VS barrel grip jig 1 654 7-1/4' saw w/ct blade 99 1 1 212VSR 3/4' rotary hammer kit 1 99 3258 3-1/4' power lane 1 39



L3507M 3/4hplph 1 725 TEFC L3506 3/4hplph 3450 TEFC L3510M l hplph 1 725 TEFC L3509M 1 hplph 3540 TEFC L3514M 1 -1 l2hplph 1 725 TEFC L3513M 1 -1l2hplph 3450 TEFC L3516TM 2hplph 1 725 TEFC L3515M 2hplph 3450 TEFC



$1 29



Case



$ 1 85



--



.' / @lli



6508 VS sawzall w/case 5397 -1 3/8' hammer drill kit 6256 VS jig saw 8975 dual temp. heat gun 6016 1/4 sheet finish sander



wlCT Blade,



Belt Sander



_ _. .



69 129 1 29 139 139 189 229



0



With Case



7-1/4" Saw



I



119 129 199



9315-1 7-1/4' saw w/case,ct blade129 961 7 7-1/4' saw w/case,ct blade 129 9627 2 sp tiger saw w/case 1 29 119 9647 NEW tiger cub w/case 7548 VS top-handle jig saw 119 7648 VS barrel grip jig saw 119 91 1 8 Porta-plane kit w/ct cutter 1 89 279 5 1 1 6 NEW Omni-Jig



00'



4X24



.



$1 59



1 10' handscrew 2 1 2' handscrew 3 14' handscrew 4 16' handscrew 210 handscrew 3/0 6' handscrew 4/0 5' handscrew 5/0 4' handscrew 7224 24' I-Bar clamp 7236 36' I-Bar clamp 7248 48' I-Bar clamp 7260 60' I-Bar clamp



1 273DVS



31 -050 l X30 belt sander 40-150 15' bench scroll saw 1 1 -950 8' bench drill press 31 -460 4' belV6' disc sander 23-700 WeVDry grinder 31 -340 lX42 belV8'disc sander 31 -352 1 X 42 belt sander



58206



$1 54



I " ' :�;; ·': j-



R500 2-1/4hp plunge router R501 2-1/4hp plunge router 158 BE321 3X21 VS elect. belt sander 1 1 8



-



Planer



WS-6 4' angle clamp K3.512 1 2' K body clamp K3.524 24' K body clamp K3.540 40' K body clamp K3.550 50' K body clamp Complete Line in Stock!



$338



"_



RA200 8-1/4' port. radial saw TS200 8-1/4' compo miter saw TS25 1 U 10' miter saw wlFREE accessory kit and ct blade BD1025VRK 3/8' VSR cdIs kit



-



238 148 198 118



2-1/4 HP Electronic V.S. Plunge Rn



$269



. t'o-;-"���,J:



3337 2-1/4hp plunge router 3304 1 hp elec. plunge router 3375 3-1/8' universal planer 3380 jointerlspliner 4024 3X21 elect.VS belt sander 40900 1 hp router acces. kit



NEW



BOOK



Take the mystery out of designing furniture.



You may think that furniture designers are born, not made. But that simply isn't so. If you want to design your own funliture, you can. Seth Stem's new book shows you how.



Order your copy today.



Available March 1 5, 1 989



A well-lmown woodworker and professor at the Rhode Island School of Design, Stem gives you what you need to tum your design ideas into furniture. He presents a disciplined approach to design that anyone can learn. You'll discover how to draw design inspiration from ordinary objects around you - the finely cast stem of a wine glass, for instance, or a favorite type of architecture. Using such examples, Stem shows you how to flesh out a design concept and l{eep practical considerations like size, scale, comfort and cost in mind. Stem cuts through the "design-speali" by presenting his concepts in down-to-earth ternlS. Whether he's looking at provocative contemporary furniture or period pieces, he gives you the infonnation you need to design furniture that suits your own requirements and tastes.



Hardcolrer, color, 224 pages, 1 82 photos, 94 draWings, S24. 95 #81



frSI2I'JfJ 112 concept to draWl n q: aSETHpracti 0 e STEM cal gt11 edited



by Laura Tringali



You'll also learn how you can strengthen your work while it's still in progress. And you'll get advice on malting perspective drawings, creating blueprints and using a variety of design tools. Most important, you'll come away from this bool, confident and able to create your designs.



To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or call 1-800-88-8 8286. March /April 1989
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R EBORN CO E & PATTERN SETS. TOP QUALITY AT A SPECIAL PRICE.



SAVE ON ALL SI X AND EIGHT PIECE C&P SETS!



Prices Effective Feb. 1 through April 30, 1989 6 Piece Carbide . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Piece Tantung . . . . . . . . . . B Piece Carbide . . . . . . . . . . . B Piece Tantung . . . . . . . . . . Glass Panel Carbide . . . . . . . Glass Panel Tantung . . . . . . .



List Price Mini-Pro Pro-line 5255 5326 5n5 5346 5375 5516 5395 5536 5 1 45 5 1 65 5 1 65 51B5



Fr ee bor Company, 3355 E. TrentnAvenue' Spokane. WA 99202-4459Inc. CALL FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU Tool



g"'



1·509-535·3075



The colors yellow and orange are trademarks of Freeborn Tool Company. Tantun



1S-RTHST PlANERS NO



LENEAVE mUALITV



ATI



RTHST PlANERS



NO



• • • • • • •



1 $725



Model 3 0: Powerful 3 hp motor Cast iron construction Magnetic S'Nitch 1 year walTllnty Dust hood Anti-kickback



10".DRTlI 12".14" N



STATI CABINET SHOP SAWS



1 $795



2!l". $2,595$1,295



• Model 3 5: • Same fearures as the Model 310 plus: • Table extension . 2 speeds



• 5 hp: • 24". . 5 hp & 7Yz hp



BAN



$295 $695 $1-495 $2,465



NDRTlISTATI DSAWS



HAPER



• • • •



DB.TA S



ntrols



• 3. 5. 7Yz hp motors



$1-050 INith 50" $1,150



43-375 $1,399 Freebornavailable. & Freud Shaper Cutters



• Model • ¥' & Yz" spindles .. • •



RAISEOMACH



ATI



14". 1 hp: 18". 2 hp: �": 24":



DELTA "UNISAw"



• Magnetic co • Cast iron top • Uni-Iock fence • VERY HIGH QUAU1Y • w/std fence • rip fence • FREE FREIGHT



is a registered trademark of Fansteel VRlWesson



• Heavy cast iron const • 2 hp. single phase . 9" x fi1" bed • 3 kn�e cutter head • Dual tilt fence • Magnetic co ntrols • • FREE FREIGHT • 6" jointer: • joi nter : • 8" joi nter :
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•



sq It



• Requires 6 space • Set-up time reduced by am • Easy top side adjustments • All cutters fully guarded • Cutters included • Safe. easy operation



SALE: $775 RTHST SHAPER $395 12" Delta $1,895$1-245 PEED SCROARIAB NO SHOP



ATI CABINET



DELTA 18" V lE S ll SAW



$1,150



• 1 Yz. 3, 5 hp motors • Pricing starts at • Specials on un�ence models



96SALE: $689



• Reg.: $1,114 • • free blades



LENEAVE MACHINERY & SUPPLY COMPANY



• Senco AJr Nailer avail.



PANB. INE



DOOR



305 WestNorth Morehead Street Charlotte, Carolina (704) 376-7421 28202



Y(



• 3 hpll ph. 5 hp13 ph • 2 speed-reversible .. 1 • 2 spindles: ¥ .. • Yz". 1 " available • Router collets avail. • Cast iron table • Spring hold down & miter gauge • heavy duty • 1 year walTllnty • • FREE FREIGHT



Extra $1-050



DRTlIST SAN



N ATI WIDE BaT



Inc.



ORTHCOUICTORS



N STATI DUST DER



• Best buy in the industry! • Variable speed • Platen head • Dual motors • Heavy cast iron & steel ction • Plate c . 10. 1 5 & � hp • 25" 15 hp • • 37" list: $1 2.(XXl • � hp • Phase converter avail. •



2 2 bag: bag: $325 $489



• hp, • 3 hp, 4



onstru



Us!: $7,950 SALE: $5,695, SALE: $8,100, FreebornCutters & Freudavail. Shaper



. ',



, 'I



SALE: $895 � ��[JeLTA SPECIALS • Reg. $1,479 •



-350: Hl" $1-245 34-444 $595 28-2835: $598 $478 900 43-122: $499 $299$535 33-990: 34-985: $489 34-994: $695 34-995: $650 33-150: $509 37



: 8 " jointer w/stand:



contractor saw: 14" bandsaw: after rebate 28-243: 14" bandsaw: 17: 16Yz" drill press: shaper: 10" radial ann saw: stock feeder: after rebate stock feeder: after rebate stock feeder: after rebate sawbuck:



'The Bester is thB best waterstone for the professional" Jay van Arsdale, Author of Shoji



�I



The harder, wider waterstone Blends natural stone and ceramic to work faster and last longer (Three-inch width perfect for plane blades.)



IBe



Bester Prices



#700 #1000 #1 200 Pol ish #8000 $1 9.80 $23.80 $25.80 $38.80



Special set of four $100



Free shipping i n cont. U.S. (AK &HI add $18. CA tax 7%) Comes with #150 surface flattening stone ( l ist $9.80) Sale ends 3/31/89 Send $3 for com plete tool cata log.



HIDA JAPANESE TOOL



1 333



San Pablo,



41 5-524-3700 Berkeley, CA 94702



CASINGS' BASES. CROWNS. CORNER BLOCKS DOORS ' GINGERBREAD .INVENTORY WAINSCOT LARGEST OF& MIVILCLWORK TORIAN MOULDI ANYWHERENGS & & Send& use54yourfor creCatdaitlogca60rd Phone P.303-25�591 O. Box Col5orFW3ado 81302 Durango,



VICTOQIAN ELEGANCE •• ••••



SpeCIalizing In CUS(Qmer SelVlce Buy D,rect from Mfr. Premium



CommerCIal



Grades



No Minimum Order



Rush Orders - No Problem!



Expen Shipping



Packaging



lots of ConstruOlon Ideas Top Quality PreciSIOn Mtllvvork



HIgh Ouahry Full Color



Catalog wuh over



photos



or



· Week WorkIhopa June 5 • August 11. 1989 One and Two



2987-



The RBI HAWK Scroll Saw



Family of Precision Scroll Saws



6 yourneeds.



America's largest line of Precision Scroll Saws can unlock yourcreativity. With there is one suited for w



models to choose from, It takes a real



ood worker to build a fIrst class tool and that's what



RBI is all abouL We're American Woodworkers build ing quality, affordable tools with pride for you - the American Woodworker. information kit to



irecl Mill Saving 20



Over different hard woods and veneers! Domestic and exotic. Books, supplies, plans and seminars. Visit our NEW store and demonstration woodwork ing shop.



The •RBI JOINT MACHINE•



Precision Joint Making · Spindle Shaper Table



Send today for your free



why rbi is the best value for your



woodworking dollars.



Router



Inverted Pin Router



Create beautiful w ood joints so precise, you may be tempted not to glue them!



Making fmger joints,



mortise and tenons, all types of dovetail joints, mitered joints, and raised panel doors has never been easier. Your rbi Ioint Machine can also convert into a spindle shaper or an inverted pin router with accessory attachments.



Send for your free fact kit



today!



cAmerican FREECATALOG 'CWarl 1025 crafte.rs® 513-773-7414 45356263 Phone



see



The RBI WOODPLANER™ Planer · Sander · Molder · Gang Rip Saw Four essential w



ood working functions designed into



one precision, dependable machine. Plane your rough stock into dimensioned lumber to the size you want,



South Roosevelt Piqua, OH Ext.



save yourself hours of hand sanding using the sanding attachment, you can edge cut and width dimension your stock with the power-fed gang rip saw attachment, or create beautiful standard or custom mOldings out of any wood you want with the molding head assembly. All these functions without having to remove the knives from the cutterhead and



1-800-535-8665 816-884-3534)



the time and trouble needed to reset the planer knives again like other machines on the market Send today



Call Toll Free (In MO



for information



Recane or re·rush heirloom chairs for yourself for others as profitable hobby - with our full line of materials instruction books.



1934 &



&



cr



2



&



Since A m e r i c a ' s l argest selection of caning basketry materials supplies Superior qUllity welving cane machine woven cane Flit, oV11 round reeds Fibrl genuine rush Donish selt cord Raffia, rattan, ,"grass



•• & & & • C A N E & BASKET S U P L Y C O .



I l l ustrated catalog with complete how to-dc-it i nforma tion. prices, order form· $1 (refund·



1801



1,--------------, Yes, Please free 011: FW15 Hawk Scroll Saws laners -Joint Machine (Mark Name II dress I City for your free fact kit on this extraordinary tool!



II ____



rush me a



Dealer Inquiries Invited



rbindustries



369



Vine St.



64701



PO Box



Harrisonville, MO



Ad



State



fact kit



Woodp



ln terest)



I I



1283 S Cot�ran. Dept. FW, los Anleles. CA 90019 March /April 1989
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621 751 1 7514



666 304



7556 303



305 320 367 91 1 6 9652
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3/S" VSR Drill 3/S" VSR Drill 1 12" VSR drill 31S" T·Handle drill 2·Spd. rt. angle drill Pro paint remover Pro disc sander Pro disc polisher Abrasive plane 3V. " plane Porta·plane k i t Versa·plane kit Laminate trimmer Laminate trimmer



7"7"7"



90. 100. 1 1 5. 1 1 9.



582V



112" drill, keyless chuck 318" Magnum holeshooter 112" Magnum holeshooter 318" close-quarter drill 112" close-quarter drill Hole-hawg kit Electricians rt. ang. drill kit Plumbers rt. ang. drill kit 318" VS hammer drill kit Heat gun 2 hp router 3"x24" dustless belt sander 4"x24" dustless belt snader 1/3 Sheet pad sander 112 Sheet sander 16" Electric chainsaw 2 speed bandsaw w/case Single speed jigsaw Variable speed jigsaw



0239-1 0224·1 0234-1 0375-1 0379-1 1 678-1 3002·1 3102·1 5397·1 8975



5680



209. 265. 5925 89. 5935 1 20. 6012 Offset base lam. trimmer 1 29. 6014 Tilt base lam. trimmer 1 44. 8215 Drywall cutout unit 69. 8228 7/S HP router 100. 8248 335. 8256 3 HP mlcroprocssr, 5spd. 1 112 H P speedmatic 195. ' " HP 'pdm 1 H P router 109. 1 112 HP rou t e r 1 1 5.



Framers Saw w/hypold gears Model 50778



pad



""



Speed· Bloc Finishing Sander



Model



691 555 505 352



360



362 503 314 315-1 548 7548 7648 9627 9629 7523 7542



. d·hamlle



8507 8365 1 34. 8377 185. 8405 105. 6539·1 125. 8543·1 195. 6750·1 205. 8754·1 8798·1 349. 4V2 " Trim saw 125. 7'/. " Top handle saw 105. Heavy duty bayonet saw 165. VS, var. oroit, d·handle jigsaw 1 34. VS, var. orbit jigsaw 1 34. 1 30. 2·Spd. Tiger saw wlcase Var, spd Tiger saw w/case 1 36. F20A Pos. clutch screwdriver 139. TR8 1 1 9. TR8 TEKS Driver VSR Drywall driver 109. CR10V ORC10 0100 V. VSR W8V1



94·100 CSl 1 2 OB'()50



ode1 2735:04



� FR E 155 pc.pc. 501 pc. 8



drive circular saw



FB·l00



PS203 PS303 WC106



Plunge Router



Model 1611



1832VSK



1 808T



149.



.



Model



6
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7'(." Suilder's saw cat 7v." Worm drive saw 12" DeWalt cant. radial arm saw 7770·10 10" DeWalt cont radial arm saw



TR12



31,4 " Plane w/case



Laminate trimmer V. " Plunge router VS, Var. orbit reclpro saw 318" Cordless drywall screwgun 318" 9.6 v. cordless driverldrill drywall screwgun



().4()()()



NEWI 81f2" co



89.



saw



VS, Var. orbit Panther recipro 1 29. 1 530 14 �auge nibbler 289. 91068 1/2' Mighty Midget VSR drill 1 09. 1 1 58VSR 318" VSR drill 59. 1 196VSR 318" Homet II hammer drill 109. 1 1 98VSR 112" VSR hammer drill 125. 1 1 203 Rotary hammer 409. 1 1 21 2VSR 5I8" VSR bulldog 50S rotary 185. hammer 1 1 304 Brute breaker hammer 1 1 305 Demolition hammer 859 12720 3'x24" dustless belt sander 1 89. 12730 4"x24" dustless belt sander 179. 1 2730VS VS, dustless belt sander 3270 3"x21" dustless belt sander 1 29. 1347 41f.z" mini grinder 85.



l1f.z"



� ..



RA200



Portable Planer



8" portable radial arm saw



214 " HP plunge router 1 HP plunge router kit Laminate trimmer 3"x21" Belt sander kit Finishing sander, 1/6 sheet 10" Miter saw 14" Miter saw



1 0" UniS8W 1 112



34·761 F



wood



10" Unisaw, w/unifence 1379.' 10" Unisaw, w/unlfence 3HP1380.' 2 Spd. shaper 1379.' Sawbuck



589.'



Model 85960-9



1 0" Contractors Saw w/1 1h H P motor



ADJUSTABLE CLAMP COMPAN



EA. BOXl12 7.50 60.00 8.00 85.00 EA. BOX/8 6" JORGENSEN hlscrew 8.35 47.60 JORGENSEN hlscrew 8.95 51.00 8" JORGENSEN hlscrew 9.95 56.70 #1 10" JORGENSEN hlscrew 1 1 .40 84.95 12" JORGENSEN hlscrew 1 3.00 74.00 5.95 32.50 12" Steel clllllp 3724 24" Steel Bar 7.35 40.00 #50 'PONY' clamp fixture #52 'PONY' clamp fixture



Sight Level Package



Lps·20



310 210 /10 7" 1123712



bar



509. 469. '



10" Radial arm saw 109 8" bench drill press 259.' 16.5" Drill press 14" Wood band saw w/�HP motor steel std



Model AM39·HC4



Model AP10



FREIGHT



L 120UK 3-518" Planer kit



R500 R l 50K TR30U B7075K S500A TS251 U TS380



3/4 H P Twin Tank Hand·Carry Air Compressor



209.



... •



H6SE755 3x21 VS Belt Sander EZ502 Cordless screwdriver EZ508 318" Cordless drill



und



1299.'



4"x24"



rpm Model SCR2E·2



289. C15FB Deluxe 15" miter saw 379. ' Fl 000A 12" Planer/6" jOinter combo 1399.' 1549.' CB75A Sand saw Dust collector 559.' Rl00Y 1059. ' PlOOF 12" Planer



'



Super Saw Cat



Plunge Router



MI ·S



'.



159. router bit set 179. router cabinet set 109. carving set pc. comb. drill bitlbrad 49 pI. set · 92. 6" dado 105. S" dado pc. door making shaper cutter set 319. pc. Forstner bit set 169. 8"x24T rip 32. 36. 10"x24"T rip 10"xtiO''T ATB 42. 8"x64T TCG gen. purpose 59. 10"xtiO"T TCG 42. 42. 8"x40" 4&R Combination 10"xSOT 4&R combination 37. 8"x64T ATB fine cut-off 49. 10"x80T ATB fine cut-off 59. 14"xlO8T ATB fine cut-off 98. 15"xl08T ATB fine cut-off 105. 7v." x24T ATS gen. purpose 18. 23. 7'4" x4OT ATB gen purpose 34. chisel set 2



5 16 LM72MOO8 LII7211010 LU73II0 10O8 LU7811O LU82II0 1 0O8 LU84IIO LU84IIO ll O8 LU85IIO LU85II0 10 LU85M014 LU85II015 pc. 05-308 OS·308 EC·900



318" base



�



Var. sp. sawzall wlcase 7'14" top handle circular saw 7 '4 " wormdrlve saw 8'4 " circular saw Cordless screwdriver VSR Screwshooter VSR Drywall driver VSR Magnaum drywall driver Adj. clutch screwshooter 1



7V. " worm drive saw 135. tar aw 6W' Worm drive saw 139. 5112" Trim saw 83. ' Circula r saw 225. Cl0FA Deluxe 1 0" m i t e r saw Worm UD



90·100



.



. � • .f�HI T ACHI ..�: I---. ...;;...� -:� . ;Os5:7: '()9 �" 169• &&&CELTA $/(11. 12 &@ HITACHI ()'ScrDr40yeww00adrl iveIE:1 r I95• if 1099HP .* 119 . bi . � ����� :CLUDED29· l,o�(' " .• MulOilsttio· ne �'"-�� OELT: . IR'if'-m' 10" 99 5 599 27 . 35 . 9 Davi d Whi t e • g INCLUDED Instruments Cordless Drill Kit



77 5625 5510 5790 5885



2708 9401



Mode 6511



1 112 HP router, NEW! plate joining machine 112 Sheet pad sander 3"x21 " dustless belt sander 3"x24" dustless belt sander 4"x24" dustless belt sander 3"x24" wormdrive belt sander with bag



VS, Var orbit Jigsaw V5, Var. orbit std. duty Jigsaw 7'4" Sullders circular saw 16 guage shears Heavy duty heat gun Std duty heat gun 314" Power plane 21f.z HP, [)'Handle router 1 � HP Router 1 � HP, [)'Handle router 3V. HP Production router laminate trimmer Installer's kit Off set laminate trimmer Mighty Midget VSR drill anther reclpro saw



7Iuz.Ki:l4 '��67 1 71/4 " 139 • �



, PORTER+330 OIBLE_ _ . _54. 2 SDer ed Sawza11l



310 312 319 399 100 518 536 537 630 690



1 S 3238VS 1 854 1 500 1 942 3268 3256 1600 1 804 1 808 90300 1 609K 1609 91 084



Model 34-410



28-2435



450.'



14" Wood bandsaw wlstd., 'h hp motor Shaper, light duty, lhp, 1 ph 45O.' RC-33 13" Planer 950.' 6" jointer wlelectricals 929•• jointer wlelectricals 1249.' 6" 12" disc wlelectricals Production stock feeder



Iong.bed 8" tong.bed Ben,



839.' 575.•



VILLA MARIA



CLASSIFIED



S5.25 all ANTEaxim 6 oodw



15



All HAN 355, lASS



Busn. Oppo



STIJD



�ties



LEAS



IOISHOP SPACE FOR E GENOA now leasing space to professional furnjture designer/makers, craftspersons, anists. Each studiO resident enjoys full access to GENOA's comprehensive machine rooms, spray paint ing facilities and promotion through on-site gallery. To receive a copy of our catalog and more information, please contact: GENOA, Box 250, Academy St., Genoa, 13071. (315) 497-3000 or 889-7291.



NY



PO



WANTED TO BUY: Wooden plates and OOwls. Substantial quantities and good qual ity needed. Contact Penny, Box 215, Win gate, NC 28174 Phone (704) 233-4033



DEALERINVITED INQUIRIES Im,...I••part .. •••••Irut0011 .eN"



t±:l ..c::: 1ft••krt -.0 IsalDC.t•. all :l-



e. lIockIDl tWWe 111 ha a .........klDl t l Itore or specialty de meDt. Resalt oDly tD'DHr



nsa. FraDdl rmaJl CO, CA 94114 (415) U1-ltU RKE INETMAKERlFURN 1lJREMAKER Larson Cempa." Do Annue



Help Wanted



WOODWO R/RESTORER - Premier Washington studiO. (703) 548-4604. 1 101 Duke, Alexandria, VA 22314. CAB I Ex cellent opportunity for experienced wood worker in well-equipped shop located in central New Jersey. Must be able to produce extremely high-end work. Salary commensu rate with abilities. Call (201) 442-4023.



RKIN cr. NY ERIEN INETMANMAKE KY MAKE Kisco, NY. Kisco, NY 3+



WOODWO G INSTRUCTOR to teach and live-in at summer camp for teenagers in New Milford, July - August 1989. Buck's Rock, 140 Riverside Dr. 10024. (212) 3622702.



EXP CED CAB R FOR SU PERVlSORIPROJECT AGER position with established firm. Send resume to 1 16 S. Forbes Rd., Lexington, 40511, attn. Gener al Manager. EXPERIENCED CABINET R, custom furniture, salary negotiable, located Mt. Designs For Leisure, Ltd., 41 Ken sico Dr, Mt. 10549. (914) 241-4500.



APPRENTICE JOINER- HOUSEWRIGHT WITH YEARS ADVANCED EXPERI ENCE in traditional American hand wood working. 18th-cen museum work ranges from pit-sawing to sash and wainscote join ery. Requires strong communication and public contact skills. $15,500 to 20,500. Ex cellent benefits. Send resume to Roy Under hill, Colonial Williamsburg Box C, Williamsburg, VA 23187. EOElAA



rury



MHW, PO



CUSTOM CABINET SHOP, seeks highly skilled craftsman for high-end reSidential and commerCial work. Neil (415) 761-2754 or Jack Davis Cabinets, 292 East Grand Ave., South Francisco, 5.



San



CA 94080-480



SKILLED WOODWORKERS & FINISHERS needed for established high-end custom contract furniture manufacturer. Competi tive wages, comprehensive benefits, free shop use. Fully-equipped 14,000 facili ty. Affordable housing, good schools, safe clean environment, 4n activities. EOE. Women and minorities encouraged to apply. WalVGoldfinger, Inc., 7 Belknap St, North field, 05663. (802) 485-6261.



seaso



VT RENTI



sq. ft.



Good salary rogram expe IT. 60605.



APP CE VIOLIN MAKERS and restor ers: Positions available with finest rare violin shop in the country. and bene fits, excellent training p . Professional orking rience required. Must be willing and able to l earn . Bein & Fushi Inc., 410 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,



woodw



2



25.



PO



CAR taa)ohnsontaught Antiques, Denver. (303)craftsman. Coo classes AR isalM AmEx LEARN AND NY. that NATIS. A nkpo seeks ME 04046. etmak



The ClASSIFIED rate is per word, minimum ad words. payments must accompany orders; are noncommissionable. The WOOD & TOOL EXC GE and SITIJATIONS W D are for private use by individuals only; the rate is $7.25 per line. Minimum lines, m um lines, limit insertions per year. DISPLAY C IFIED rates on request. Send to: Fine W orking, Advertising Dept., Box Newtown, CT 06470. Deadline for the MaylJune issue is February



3



classes cature fish, stylized, Minneapo MN



WOOD WORKSHOPS, Aug. 13-19, 1989; carvin g in cari , song bird, waterfowl, relief, marquetry. Box 37051, lis, 55431.



CUSTOM CABINET SHOP DOING EX TREMELY HIGH-END WORK looking for experience cabinetmaker. Park Slope, (718) 237-2592.



MIRROR, FURNITURE, AND LETTER VING by tq:J British 825-1178.



WOODTIJRNING WORKSHOPS. Two-, three- & five-day include functional and artistic turnings. Gallery B, 1 1324 Arcade Dr., Little Rock, 72212. (501) 221-0266. V c/ . WOODEN BOAT BunnING DESIGN. Two full-time residential programs offer intensive training in a creative but disciplined environment V approved. Ac credited member, Financial aid avail able. Equal opportunity enrollment. The Landing School, Box 149OF, Kennebu n, (207) 985-7976.



- 
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

Jeanne Johnson â€¢ Mail Room. Clerk: Lou Webbero Admin. Asst.: Danielle Dekmoblough. A few weeks back, Vince (an asso- group of members together to help.
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

remaining pieces to guide your top-bearing straight bit and trim the .... When future projects need to be put on ...... each corner, removing as little stock as pos-.
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

Designer: Robert H. Whitmer u Graphic Artist: Cheryl L. Cynor ... Marketing Director: Robert Murry Catalog Art. Director: ..... with a fancy wood (such as birds-.
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

Simon Watts' article "Getting Your Steam Up" in FWW#64 prompts me to write about my steam genny. I took a 2,000-watt water heater element and added it to a ...
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

for a way to improve the quality of what a dust control box. ... make a tricky cut safer Most woodworkers1 ...... pull the trigger first, before you move the spray.
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

rabbet on side piece so width matches cut a 14"-deep kerf right along the ..... at around $215, the least expen- This is fairly easy with the Ryobi â€œtrapâ€� the long ...
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If you've been waiting for pneumatic ..... Helping You Become a Better Woodworker. hI9ht. ..... -Alan Cleven, Pointe Claire, Que., Canada ...... 3500 watt gen1499.
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

Woodsmith. +GET OVER 100. EXCLUSIVE ONLINE BONUS TIPS, see Page 99. ROUTER. GET THE MOST. FROM THE. #1 TOOL. IN YOUR SHOP! â€¢ TOP TIPS.
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Simon Watts ...... It is becoming increasingly difficult for a craftsman-Krenov and the rest of .... es to thallk, among others, Michael Burns, Creighton Hoke, Alan.
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Untitled - MetoS Expo 

Powerful 3 H.P. 220V single ..... junction with the California Air Quality Management District, a .... shop close to a gas hot-water heater posed a hazard due to sawdust in .... section of molding nearly as long as the box, cover it with thin ..... c
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Untitled - MetoS Expo .fr 

the recent coverage of router dovetailing in the article by Alan ...... Watts 1-800-523-6285 ..... pointed out that American medicine is becoming more aware of.
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proper gauge, clip off the female end and then install the cord on the tool. ..... up like the Michelin Man. This sealed burner unit ...... Free brochure download. iiiG].
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true for the way we design and needed a way to hold the table in build the projects ..... nut, the adjustable stop moves ..... The tricky part is getting these grooves ...
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